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Risk of radiation-induced cancers in patients treated with contemporary radiation therapy 
for early-stage lung cancer 
Bhupesh Parashar 
Purpose: In the contemporary management of early-stage lung cancer with Radiation Therapy (RT), 
there is increased imaging utilization for the diagnosis and treatment and follow-up after 
completion of treatment. We evaluated whether this increased radiation exposure to patients with 
early-stage lung cancer that receive stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) significantly increases 
the risk of radiation-induced carcinogenesis (RIC). Methods: Following IRB approval, one 
hundred and ninety-six consecutively treated lung cancer patients treated with SBRT were selected 
for analysis. Information collected included demographics and all ionizing imaging scans one year 
before SBRT treatment and one year following treatment. These included chest X-rays (CXR), 
computerized tomography scan (CT scan), positron emission tomography scan (PET-CT scan), 
bone scan, ventilation-perfusion scan (VQ scan), cone-beam CT scans. In addition to the lung 
cancer patients, comparative data on ten prostate and breast cancer patients each was collected to 
get an estimate of the radiation-induced risk (RIC) in other common malignancies. For each patient, 
the total effective dose (mSv) was calculated by the sum of all effective doses for all scans (1 year 
before SBRT to 1-year post-SBRT). After calculating the total effective dose, the summed dose 
was used to calculate the RIC using the RadRat tool. For the study, we decided that a 1% increase 
in the baseline risk of radiation-induced lung cancer will be considered a significant increase. 
Results: Among lung cancer patients, there were 87 males (44.4%) and 109 females (55.6%). The 
median number of Pre-SBRT CXRs (PA/lateral) was 2 (Range: 1-22), the median number of pre-
SBRT CT scans was 2 (Range: 1-6), the median number of pre-SBRT PET-CT scans was 1 (Range: 
1-4), the median number of Bone Scans or VQ scans pre-SBRT was 1. The median effective 
exposure dose from all scans was 72mSv (Range: 24-140.36mSv). The median excess lifetime risk 
(ELR) of developing lung cancer (a chance in 100,000) with a 90% uncertainty range was 57.15. 
The Excess Future risk (EFR), the risk from 2019 to the end of the expected lifetime of developing 
cancer (a chance in 100,000), showed a median of EFR mean of 73.75 (Range: 8.45-416). The 
total future risk (TFR, a sum of baseline and excess risk) of developing cancer, from 2019 to end 
of an expected lifetime was 2732.5 (Range: 808-8290), the median of TFR upper bound was 
2785.5 (Range: 856-8400) and median of TFR lower bound was 2679.5 (Range: 761-8183). At 6 
months, survival was 94.7% (144/152), at 1 year, 79% (94/119), at 3 years 32.5% (27/83). At five 
years, with survival data on 77 patients available, 9 (11.6%) were alive. Regarding the comparison 
of RIC from imaging before RT for patients with prostate cancer, the median total effective 
radiation dose from all pre-SBRT and post-SBRT scans was 20mSv (Range: 20-30mSv), and the 
median of mean ELR for development of RIC prostate cancer was 4.24 (per 100,000). Regarding 
early-stage breast cancer, the median total effective radiation dose from all pre-RT and post-RT 
scans was 16.56mSv (Range: 10.52-31.48mSv), and the median of mean ELR for development of 
RIC was 35.95 (per 100,000). Conclusion: The median excess cancer lifetime radiation-induced 
cancer risk for the lung cancer cohort was 0.05%, which is significantly less than the 1% risk that 
was determined to be clinically significant as per our study objective. The survival in this cohort 
of patients was poor. Enhanced imaging to enhance staging accuracy, safety during SBRT 
treatment, and adequate follow-up outweigh the RIC risk.
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Radiation therapy (RT) is one of the primary treatments used in the management of many 
cancers. RT has been in use for cancer management for over a century and has contributed to 
improved control rates and survival in many malignancies (1-6), including leukemia, breast, colon, 
head/neck, and lung cancer. Overall, cancer death rates rose throughout much of the 20th century, 
peaking at 215 cancer deaths per 100,000 people in 1991 (Figure 1).  As of 2016, the rate has 







Figure 1 and 2 from https://www.cancer.org/content/dam/cancer-org/research/cancer-facts-
and-statistics/annual-cancer-facts-and-figures/2019/cancer-facts-and-figures-2019.pdf 
Breast Cancer: In the 2019 US estimates (Figure 2), there were 268,600 new cases of 
invasive breast cancer diagnosed in women, 2,670 cases diagnosed in men, and an additional 
62,930 cases of in situ breast lesions (ductal carcinoma in situ [DCIS] or lobular carcinoma in situ 
[LCIS]) diagnosed in women. The female breast cancer mortality peaked at 33.2/100,000 in 1989, 
declining to 20.0/100,000 in 2016, a decrease of 40% primarily due to improvements in early 
detection (e.g., screening) and better treatments. This translates into an estimated 348,800 fewer 
breast cancer deaths than would have been expected if the death rate had remained at its peak in 
1989. From 2007 to 2016, breast cancer mortality declined by 1.8% per year, and it corresponds 
to  5- and 10-year relative survival rates for invasive breast cancer of 90% and 83%, respectively. 
Sixty-two percent of cases are local disease, and their 5-year survival is 99%. Survival rates have 
improved over time irrespective of the race but remain about 10% lower for black women (1,2,7).   
Prostate Cancer: 174,650 new prostate cancer (PCa) cases were estimated to be diagnosed 
in the US during 2019 (7), with a 60% higher incidence in blacks than whites. In the late 1980s/90s,  
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incidence rates spiked with the introduction of screening with the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 
blood test. In recent years, however, there has been a decreased incidence due to reduced PSA 
screening between 2011 to 2015. During this period, the rate decreased by about 7% per year (7). 
Prostate cancer mortality declined by 51%, from a peak of 39.3/100,000 in 1993 to 19.4/100,000 
in 2016. This rapid reduction in PCa mortality may be due to earlier detection through PSA 
screening (7,8). There were an estimated 31,620 deaths from prostate cancer in 2019 (7). Ninety 
percent of PCa are diagnosed at a local or loco-regional stage, and 5-year survival is 100% for 
such patients. In contrast, the 5-year survival for patients diagnosed with distant disease is 30%, 
while the 10-year survival rate for all stages is 98% (7).  
Lung Cancer: There were an estimated 228,150 new lung cancer cases diagnosed in the US 
in 2019 (6,7). Incidence has been declining since the 1980s in men, although a slower decline is 
observed in women, beginning in the mid-2000s, likely because of different smoking cessation 
patterns.  From 2011 to 2015, incidence declined 3% per year in men and 1.5% per year in women 
(6,7). In 2019, there were an estimated 142,670 deaths from lung cancer. Lung cancer mortality is 
also declining, decreasing by 48% since 1990 in men and by 23% since 2002 in women, likely due 
to reduced smoking rates (7). From 2012 - 2016, mortality rates decreased by about 4% per year 
in men and 3% per year in women (7).  
 “The lifetime risk of developing or dying from cancer refers to the chance a person has, 
over the course of his or her lifetime (from birth to death), of being diagnosed with or dying from 
cancer” (8). Risk estimates are based on Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) 
database studies that have collected data from the US population between 1975-2014 (8).  Based 
on this data, the lifetime risk of lung cancer diagnosis in males is 6.86%, and the risk of dying 
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from lung cancers is 5.96%. In females, the lifetime risk of developing lung cancers is 5.95%, 
and the risk of dying from lung cancers is 4.72% (8). 
 Lung cancer screening with low-dose spiral computed tomography (LDCT) reduces lung 
cancer mortality by about 20% compared to standard chest x-ray among high-risk patients such 
as current or former (quit within 15 years) heavy smokers (6,7). Therefore, the American Cancer 
Society recommends annual screening for lung cancer using LDCT in adults 55 to 74 who are 
current or former heavy smokers and relatively good health. These individuals should receive 
evidence-based smoking-cessation counseling (if they are current smokers) and undergo a 
process of informed/shared decision making that included a description of the potential benefits, 
limitations, and harms associated with lung cancer screening (7).  
Smoking increases the risk of lung cancer 15-30 times compared to non-smokers. Other 
tobacco products, such as cigars and pipes, also increase risk. Quitting smoking decreases risk 
but does not approach the lung cancer rates seen in non-smokers. Other contributing risk factors 
for lung cancer include exposure to secondhand smoke, asbestos, silica, chromium, arsenic, or 
diesel exhaust, as well as genetics, family history, and diet. Smokers who take beta-carotene 
have an increased risk of lung cancer (9). Lastly, ionizing radiation exposure increases lung 
cancer (9), especially exposure to radon gas (9). Excess radon exposure causes an estimated 
20,000 cases of lung cancer each year (9). In addition to radon exposure, ionizing radiation 
exposure during RT is responsible for approximately 5% of second cancers following initial 
cancer treatment (9,10). Multiple factors contribute to the development of radiation-induced 
cancer (RIC), including age at exposure, gender, cancer type (e.g., hematopoietic v. solid 
cancers), radiation technique, and type of radiation exposure (10).  
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An estimated 228,100 cases of lung cancer occurred in 2019, some 12.9% of all cancer 
cases. This will result in an estimated 142,600 lung cancer deaths, 23.5% of cancer deaths overall 
(8). Based on 2009-2015 SEER data, only 19.5% will survive five years. 16% of patients will be 
diagnosed localized to the primary site, while 57% will be diagnosed with distant metastasis, and 
the remainder will be diagnosed with the regional disease (8). The age-adjusted incidence of lung 
cancer is as follows: 
 
 
Figure 3 (A) and 4 (B): US age-adjusted lung cancer incidence by gender, age, and race. (A) 
Separated by age <65 years and age ≥65 years. (B) Separated by age from <1 to 851 years. Rates 
are per 100,000 and are age-adjusted to the 2000 US standard population. (Data from Howlader 
N, Noone AM, Krapcho M, et al., editors. SEER Cancer Statistics Review, 1975–2008. Bethesda 
(MD): National Cancer Institute; 2010. Available at: http://seer.cancer.gov/csr/1975_2008/, based 




Imaging. There is an increasing number of imaging techniques to identify better and 
localize lung cancers. All such methods rely on ionizing radiation exposure (either radio-isotopes 
or photon/x-ray beams) to image the chest. These are briefly described below. 
 Chest radiographs (chest X-ray, CXR) are the most commonly used imaging modality 
for initial diagnosis, follow-up, and potential complications resulting from treatment. Advantages 
include low cost, minimal inconvenience, and low radiation exposure. Often, CXR helps 
determine subsequent imaging techniques utilized. CXR can be used to estimate the tumor size, 
assess any post-obstructive collapse, pleural effusion, or any extra-pulmonary spread. CXR 
imaging poses difficulty assessing invasion into the mediastinum, vessel, or nodal involvement 
(11).  
Another imaging modality, computerized helical tomography (CT), was introduced in 
1991. Helical CT has significantly improved the resolution and quality of images in thoracic 
imaging (12,13). Helical CT produces a single volumetric dataset within one breath-hold while 
the patient is moved through the CT gantry. The newer multidetector scanners (MDCT) use 
multiple rows of detectors that offer increased speed and better temporal and spatial resolution, 
with concomitant improved image quality (12,13). MDCT’s enable maximum intensity 
projection (MIP) imaging and 3-Dimensional (3D) reconstruction. MIP enables the detection of 
much smaller lung nodules. MIP projects the pixels with the highest attenuation values in a 2D 
format (13). Multiplanar (MPR) images provide an excellent tool for accurate staging (12). 
Positron emission tomography (PET),  PET/CT scan, allows imaging of metabolic 
pathways in human tissue and is a standard option for staging lung cancer (14). PET/CT is a 
combined anatomic-metabolic imaging technique using integrated PET and CT scans. The first 
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PET/CT scan came into clinical practice in 1998 (15,16). Integrated PET/CT scans offer 
detection of lesions not visible on CT scans, better delineation from surrounding tissue, more 
precise localization, and better distinguishing between benign and malignant lesions. PET/CT is 
now a standard imaging modality in lung cancer staging since its very sensitive in detecting 
distant metastasis. CT data can be used for attenuation correction of the PET scan, and the 
examination session time can be significantly reduced (17).   
PET uses radioisotopes such as Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), a D-glucose molecule in 
which a hydroxyl group is replaced by a positron-emitting F-18, a fluorine isotope. FDG is taken 
up and metabolized by cells where it’s phosphorylated and becomes trapped intracellularly (14). 
Malignant cells have higher glucose metabolism rates than normal cells and accumulate more 
significant amounts of the radiolabeled FDG. Other radiopharmaceuticals are also used, such as 
Choline (C-11) (14). 
At a cellular level, positrons traverse through tissue where they combine with an electron 
resulting in the generation of a pair of photons that travel in the opposite direction with an energy 
of 511 KeV each (15). These photons are detected by a couple of detectors located in the PET 
scan camera. Photons that are released are registered as decay events, and these events give a 
tomographic image. To measure radioactivity, the ‘standardized uptake value’ (SUV) is 
measured. SUV = (Q × W)/Qinj where tumor radiotracer concentration (Q) is normalized to the 
injected activity (Qinj) and the body weight (W) of the patient. An SUV >2.5 is usually 
considered suspicious for malignancy (15). 
Another approach, cone-beam CT (CBCT), is also routinely used in lung cancer 
treatment utilizing radiation therapy, especially with hypo-fractionated regimens such as SBRT 
(Stereotactic body radiation therapy) (18, 19). The development of electronic portal imaging 
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device (EPID) led to the availability of mega-voltage (MV) images as a beam-eye view of 
treatment fields or as orthogonal images during RT. KV (Kilo-voltage) images have a superior 
image quality versus MV imaging (18). There are limitations in using 2D-KV imaging (e.g., 2D-
KV uses bony anatomy as a surrogate for tumor position). Therefore this approach is challenging 
to use in lung SBRT, where high precision is required to reduce toxicity and target tumor (19). 
Several advances have partially overcome these limitations, including placement of fiducial 
markers, use of in-room CT scanners, and onboard kV CT, which has resulted in improved 
geometric localization for lung SBRT and reduced inter-fractional uncertainties (20). 
Another alternative or sometimes supplement to CBCT is ExacTrac™ (Brain Lab AG, 
Germany), a 6D system composed of an infrared tracking system, an X-ray system, and a robotic 
couch capable of 6D correction positioning. Exactrac has clinical benefits over CBCT, including 
faster patient positioning, 6D degree of freedom, ability to monitor patient motion during the 
treatment, and a reduction in image-based radiation delivered to the patient (21). 
Early-stage lung cancers: The American Joint Commission on Cancer TNM staging 
system, 8th edition (AJCC 8th edition), was implemented in January 2018. Stage classification is 
essential for patient care since it provides guidelines on appropriate management. A TNM 
classification system is utilized where T stands for characteristics of the primary tumor, N for 
nodal involvement, and M for (distant) metastasis. T, N, and M coalesce into stage groups. The 
bodies that decide on the particular definition of each TNM stage are American Joint 
Commission on Cancer (AJCC) in the United States and the Union for International Cancer 
Control (UICC) internationally (22).   
Stage I and II are usually considered early-stage, non-small cell lung cancer. Management 
options for early-stage lung cancer include surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radiation therapy. 
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Surgical resection of these tumors usually involves lobectomy or wedge resection (although 
segmentectomy or pneumonectomy are also options) followed by chemotherapy if stage II 
cancer or higher (23). Following standard therapy, 60-70% of patients with early-stage lung 
cancer (stage I and II) survive 5-years (24). For patients that undergo surgical resection for stage 
I small, less invasive tumors, 5-year survival is between 80-90% (25).  
For medically inoperable patients or patients who refuse to undergo surgical procedures, 
radiation treatment is offered. Traditionally, RT was utilized to treat early-stage lung cancer 
either with a 2-Dimensional (2D) or 3D technique (conventional RT) (26-30). Outcomes of 
patients treated with conventional RT are poor, and RT is considered an inferior option to 
surgical resection (26, 27).  Conventional RT involved delivering radiation over 5-7 weeks, five 
days a week in 1.8-2 Gy fractions.  The reported 5-year survival was between 6-35%, although 
this could be a result of selection bias (26, 27). RT dose escalation was shown in multiple studies 
to enhance local control and improve outcomes (28-30).  
Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), also known as SABR (Stereotactic Ablative 
Radiation Therapy), was a significant advancement in RT delivery (31). SBRT was developed in 
the 1990s as an extension of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) techniques for brain metastasis. 
SBRT uses daily image guidance, target delineation, motion management, and conformal 
treatment planning to deliver high dose radiation to the target with a sharp dose fall-off beyond 
the target. Early reports of excellent outcomes using SBRT for early-stage lung cancer resulted in 
SBRT becoming the standard RT technique for inoperable non-small cell lung cancers.  The 
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) conducted several phase I/II/III trials to determine 
the efficacy of SBRT in the management of NSCLC (non-small cell lung cancer) (32-34). In a 
landmark phase II study by Timmerman et al., 70 patients with T1/T2 inoperable NSCLC were 
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treated with SBRT to a total dose of 60-66 Gy in 3 fractions. The 2-year local control was >95%, 
although grade 3 or higher toxicity was unacceptably high for central lesions (tumor within 2 cm 
of tracheobronchial tree) versus peripheral tumors (32). In another phase II multicenter trial that 
treated patients with 60 Gy in 3 fractions (excluded central tumors), 55 evaluable patients had a 
median follow-up of 4 years. The 5-year local control was 80%, regional control was 62%, and 
there was 31% distant metastasis (33). Toxicity was acceptable, with 15 patients experiencing 
grade 3 toxicity and two patients experiencing grade 4 toxicity.  
The use of SBRT in the management of early-stage lung cancer was initially studied and 
utilized for inoperable tumors. However, given the safety and efficacy of its use in stage I and II 
tumors, it is now increasingly used in operable NSCLC patients, and results are encouraging 
(35). Survival in early-stage lung cancer patients or lung cancer patients, in general, 
demonstrates a trend towards increased survival. Lung cancer patients are living longer for 
various reasons, including earlier detection, improved staging techniques, improved 
chemotherapy, use of immunotherapy, improved treatment techniques, including the use of 
SBRT, and better follow-up tools. A trend towards improved survival has been observed over the 
last few decades (36). With increasing survival rates, there has been increased concern about the 
risk of potential second cancers induced by ionizing radiation exposures during treatment. 
Evaluation of this potential risk is the focus of this thesis. 
Why choose early-stage lung cancer patients treated with SBRT to study RT-induced 
cancer? As noted above, early-stage lung cancer management involves surgical resection that may 
include lobectomy or wedge resection, radiation therapy that commonly uses stereotactic body 
radiation therapy (SBRT), conventional external beam radiation, or wedge resection plus 
brachytherapy. Other options include radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and systemic treatments such 
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as chemotherapy or targeted agents (37-39). If a patient opts for radiation (e.g., SBRT), some 
diagnostic tests may be needed before RT that result in additional exposures to radiation such as 
CT scans, X-rays, and PET-CT scans. Furthermore, following treatment, diagnostic follow-up 
scans are recommended to evaluate disease recurrence. These may also include X-rays, CT scans, 
or PET/CT scans, and this follow-up imaging may continue for several years after the initial 
diagnosis. As noted earlier, clinical outcomes in early-stage lung cancer have improved over the 
last decade (40). In a population-based study in patients with stage I NSCLC during 2000-2010, 
62% underwent surgery, 15% received RT, 3% received both surgery and RT, and 18% received 
neither surgery nor RT. For these patients, the 2-year risk of death decreased by 3.5% each year, 
driven primarily by improved survival in surgical and RT patients. Reported outcomes in early-
stage lung cancer patients treated with older techniques were relatively poor (before utilization of 
SBRT), and only a minority of patients reported long-term survival (41). Also, there were limited 
systemic options at the time. Therefore, long-term morbidity and mortality associated with RT use, 
such as RIC and cardiotoxicity, were less relevant since the median 5-year survival values were 
much lower. With improvements in RT technology, including the use of SBRT, IGRT, and IMRT, 
as well as dramatic improvements in diagnostic imaging quality and therapeutic approaches, the 
survival of patients with early-stage lung cancer improved markedly and continues to improve.  It 
is therefore prudent to consider and measure the risk of long-term side effects of RT, in particular, 
RIC, in patients treated with SBRT for early-stage disease.  
SBRT to the lung entails delivering a high dose per fraction to the lung nodule without 
elective nodal radiation (42). An advantage of using SBRT is high conformality, reduced toxicity, 
and improved outcomes compared to conventional RT. High-dose conformal RT requires improved 
immobilization, respiratory gating during the simulation and RT delivery, and improved RT 
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delivery technology. Improvement in clinical outcomes in early-stage lung cancer using RT is also 
a result of better and more accurate diagnostic imaging technology. Although SBRT is usually safe, 
there are some potential side effects (43, 44). Acute side effects include radiation pneumonitis, 
esophagitis, fatigue, rib injury, and skin toxicity. Patients with central tumors (tumors located 
within 2 cm of the trachea-bronchial tree) are at a higher risk of stenosis, stricture, and fistula, and 
risks are proportional to the high fractional doses utilized (>20 Gy per fraction). Long-term toxicity 
risk includes RIC, pulmonary fibrosis, and cardiac toxicity (43, 44). 
Radiation-Induced Cancers (RIC):  
Historically, the initial evidence that radiation can induce adverse effects came from the 
first observations of Wilhelm Roentgen. He was able to cause burns on his fingers when he 
exposed them to X-rays (45). In 1904, Clarence Dally, an assistant in Thomas Edison’s 
laboratory who worked extensively with x-rays, is thought to be the first person to die of RIC 
(46). Fritz Giesel established the first dental imaging laboratory in 1896 but unfortunately passed 
away in 1927 from RIC because of massive irradiation exposure to his hands (47). Other deaths 
that were reported during the development of X-rays were Elizabeth Ascheim (1905), Wolfram 
Fuchs (1907), Dr. William Egelhoff (1907), as well as many other unnamed pioneers in the use 
of X-ray technology (46). In addition to these historical figures, the medical literature is full of 
reports of RIC following radiation therapy used to treat diseases such as eczema, tinea capitis, 
and tuberculosis. There are reports of radiation-induced cancers in radium dial workers (47, 48). 
Most commonly reported RIC at the time were thyroid cancers and sarcomas (46).  
The risk of RIC calculated using the ICRP (International Commission on Radiological 
Protection) recommendation was estimated to be 10%/Sv for high dose and high-dose-rate 
exposure to ionizing radiation (49). In a Statistics, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) 
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database, cancer survivors of childhood soft tissue sarcoma were found to have an increased risk 
of developing second cancer following chemotherapy and radiation (Observed/Expected ratio = 
15.2 vs. 1.4; p < 0.0001) (50). Strong evidence that radiation exposure is associated with 
malignancy has arisen from multiple human epidemiological studies examining cancer incidence 
following accidental, occupational, and therapeutic exposures. These include exposures resulting 
from the Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident (51-54), atomic bomb survivors from 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (55-58), and therapeutic or diagnostic radiation exposure (59-61). Some 
of the most significant and well-documented epidemiological radiation carcinogenesis studies are 
from the Life Span Study (LSS) of Japanese Atomic bomb survivors (62, 63). Findings from 
human studies have been complemented and expanded upon using a large number and variety of 
animal exposure models (63-66).   
RIC is a stochastic phenomenon- the severity of the cancer is independent of the RT-dose. 
Current understanding of radiation carcinogenesis posits a linear no-threshold response, e.g., there 
is no dose of RT below which there is no cancer risk (67, 68). This understanding is based on the 
linear no-threshold (LNT) model, which theorizes that the risk of cancer development is linearly 
proportional to RT dose and that there is no dose at which the risk does is zero. While other models 
have been proposed (67,68), they are not widely accepted. The LNT theory is generally accepted 
by the National Council for Radiation Protection (NCRP) (69), the International Committee for 
Radiological Protection (ICRP) (70), the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of 
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) (71)  and by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (71). 
The latest National Academy of Sciences BEIR (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation) report 
(BEIR VII) is also based on the use of the LNT model (72).  For a variety of reasons, there is a 
pronounced lack of experimental, epidemiological, and clinical data at very low exposures, less 
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than 50 mSv (Fig 5), at doses relevant to diagnostic and therapeutic radiology where linearity is 
well characterized. This feature was consistent with solid tumor incidence for doses <1.5 Gy in the 
Life Span Study (73).  
Figure 5 (7):  Schematic representation of different possible extrapolations of measured 
risks a low doses. Adapted from Brenner et al. (74) 
 
     
The most important epidemiological studies on which much RIC risk modeling is based 
was generated during the LSS study. The study cohort included a large population of some 
70,000+ survivors of the Japanese atomic bombing who were initially exposed to a wide range of 
radiation doses. Following enrollment in the study, health outcomes for these individuals were 
followed for more than 50 years (75, 76) and compared to comparable unexposed matched 
Japanese subjects. For doses in the range of 0.1-2.5 Gy, LSS data suggests a linear relationship 
with solid cancers. Below this range, linearity is less clear (67). There are also concerns about 
the dose-response curve's shape at very high doses where other factors may affect survival.  
Given even larger numbers of subjects required for epidemiological studies at very low doses, 
below 100 mSv, it is unlikely that studies can be done to estimate cancer risk at these low 
exposures.  Most experts feel that linear extrapolation from higher doses is reasonable (77). 
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Primary risk estimates in the LSS population were made from subjects exposed to relatively high 
dose and dose rates. Linear extrapolation to very low doses can overestimate risk. To correct this, 
a dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) was introduced (77), which was calculated 
using experimental laboratory data, statistical methods, and radiobiological measurements (77).  
Life Span Study (LSS): 
The most important source of information about RIC is the atomic bomb survivor cohort 
examined in the Life Span Study (LSS) (78). LSS is a longitudinal, life-long health outcomes 
study of some more than 70,000 survivors of the WWII atomic bombings at Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. This study is being conducted by the Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), 
a jointly funded endeavor of Japanese and US researchers (78).  Findings have been used to set 
radiation protection standards by several national and international advisory organizations, 
including UNSCEAR, IAEA, NRC, ICRP, and NCRP. These guidelines are designed to 
minimize the probabilistic risk of cancer deaths by keeping radiation exposures ‘As Low As 
Reasonably Achievable’ (ALARA). The LSS uses the linear no-threshold (LNT) model for 
radiation-induced carcinogenesis to estimate risk. LNT is based on the assumption that even the 
smallest possible radiation dose increases RIC risk with no threshold. The excess risk is assumed 
to increase linearly at doses less than 1.5 Gy.  
The LSS, the cohort consisted of atomic bomb survivors within 2.5 km of the epicenter of 
the bomb blasts and age and sex-matched controls between 2.5-10 km of the epicenter (78). 
Twenty-six thousand persons were registered as residents of either Hiroshima or Nagasaki in 
1950 but were not in the cities at the time of the bombing. More recent LSS reports excluded 
these persons in the analysis because of concerns about the comparability of cohorts. The final 
number of subjects was 120,321 members (82,214 in Hiroshima and 38,107 in Nagasaki). In this 
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study, the risk of all-cause death was positively associated with radiation dose. The risk of solid 
cancers increases throughout life with a linear dose-response relationship.  The sex-averaged 
excess relative risk/ Gy was 0.42 for all solid cancer at age 70 years if exposure happened at age 
30. The risk increased by about 29% per decade decrease in age at exposure (95% CI: 17%, 
41%). The excess relative risk (ERR) per Gy (ERR/ Gy) for total deaths was 0.22 (95% CI: 0.18, 
0.26) and the risk estimate for all solid cancer was 0.47 (95% CI: 0.38, 0.56). The highest ERR 
was observed for cancers of the renal pelvis/ureter, breast (female only), gastrointestinal cancers, 
bladder, ovary, lung, colon, esophagus, gall bladder, liver, and stomach in descending order. The 
sex-specific ERR/ Gy in females was double that of males. The ERRs for cancers of most sites 
were also higher in females. ERR/ Gy for lung cancers was 0.63 (95% CI: 0.42, 0.88). Sex-
averaged ERR/ Gy for lung cancers was 0.75 (95% CI: 0.51,1.03), ERR sex-ratio (f/m) was 2.7 
(57,78,79,80).  
LNT model (Linear no-threshold model): 
The LNT dose-response model was first proposed in 1928 (81) after the publication of 
seminal papers by Hermann J Muller, Gilbert Lewis, and Alex Olson (82, 83). In the LNT model, 
the risk of inducing cancer in an irradiated tissue is proportional to the dose to that tissue, with 
no threshold below which there is no risk. LNT assumes that radiation can cause harm even at 
small doses, and the extent of harm is the same, whether it’s a sum of small doses or a single 
large dose. LNT model has been accepted over the years because of its simplicity, and it matches 
the results of some observational studies of radiation carcinogenesis fairly well (84). However, 
there is conflicting evidence about the LNT model's accuracy based on the risk of radiation 
carcinogenesis reported for some epidemiologic studies. There is evidence that the model is 
overstating cancer risk for exposures less than 100 mSv (85). There are two additional competing 
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models for radiation carcinogenesis: The threshold model and the hormesis model.  The 
threshold model assumes that very small doses of radiation are harmless. Hormesis hypothesizes 
that low doses of radiation are beneficial and stimulate repair mechanisms that help against 
disease (86). The threshold model suggests a threshold dose below which there is no risk of 
cancer (87). A study was performed to evaluate if non-linearity and threshold exist for atomic 
bomb survivors for doses of 0.01-0.05 Sv. This was done by applying the fitted statistical models 
to the lowest dose exposure. In this study, the estimated threshold values for solid cancer 
incidence was approximately 0.05 Sv, and for leukemia, it was 0.05-0.1 Sv. However, for cancer 
mortality, there was no threshold seen for solid cancers. However, leukemia mortality was not 
seen below the 0.2-0.5 Sv range (87). Regarding the Hormesis model, there are some studies 
showing the beneficial effect of low dose radiation (88, 89). A study on reproduction in a 
protozoan  Tetrahymena pyriformis, a radiation dose of 0.15 mrad/d, lower than background 
radiation, resulted in a decreased reproduction rate. In contrast, doses that were chronically 
elevated above background resulted in increased reproductive rates. The authors concluded that 
ionizing radiation was important to maintain reproduction in T. pyriformis (88).  A study was 
used to evaluate the effect of low dose radiation on proliferation in hematopoietic progenitor 
cells in a mouse model. Maximal stimulation of bone marrow cells was achieved by 75 mGy, 48 
hours post-radiation, and mobilization into peripheral blood (89).  However, as mentioned 
previously, the LNT model is useful for its simplicity and has matched models of radiation 
carcinogenesis well (84). Also, LSS uses the LNT model for its assessment (78), and LNT has 
been adopted as the model of choice by the leading nuclear regulatory agencies (78).  
Radiobiology of low-LET (linear energy transfer) radiation:  
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Alpha particles dissipate their energy rapidly, producing short, dense tracks of ionization, 
and are classified as high-LET radiation. In contrast, low-LET radiation such as beta particles 
and gamma rays ionize the atoms in the path less frequently and produce tracks that are less 
densely ionized. As mentioned previously, the two main types of ionizing radiation effects are 1. 
Deterministic effects, and 2. Stochastic effect (90). Deterministic effects are effects that happen 
from cell killing, and the severity of the effects is dependent on the dose. Stochastic effects are 
those where the severity of the effects is not dependent on the dose. Irradiation has direct effects 
on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) through secondary electrons, and this is the dominant process 
associated with high-LET radiation, such as carbon ion beams (90). Low-LET Irradiation 
commonly causes indirect effects. Secondary electrons can interact with a water molecule to 
produce a hydroxyl radical, damaging the DNA molecule. Indirect action is the dominant form of 
interaction between biological material and less-concentrated ionizing radiation sources, such as 
X-rays and electrons produced by a Linac (90). Data from quantitative animal tumorigenesis and 
human epidemiologic studies imply that low-LET ionizing radiation acts principally as a tumor-
initiating agent (91) by causing genetic mutations and initiating a carcinogenic response. Studies 
on the cytogenetic characterization of acute myeloid leukemia in A-bomb survivors (92) and 
radiotherapy-associated solid tumors (93) support a monoclonal basis for post-irradiation tumor 
development and suggest that the characteristics of induced tumors are similar to those of 
spontaneously arising neoplasms of the same type. However, an excess of complex chromosomal 
events and microsatellite sequence instability was observed in late-expressing myeloid leukemia 
arising in A-bomb survivors exposed to high radiation doses (92). 
RadRAT (RadRAT available at https://irep.nci.nih.gov/radrat): 
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NCI has developed an online computer model (94) to assess the risk of radiation-induced 
cancers and the uncertainty following specific information on individual radiation exposure. The 
risk calculator is based on models developed by the BEIR VII (Biologic Effects of Ionizing 
Radiation, VII) committee.  These risk models have been generated for 18 site-specific cancers. 
The approach that has been used in RadRAT is the Lifetime Attributable Risk (LAR). The LAR 
is calculated ‘using the survival function for a population unexposed to radiation and is a close 
approximation to the more general risk of exposure-induced cancer (REIC), which is calculated 
using a survival function that accounts for deaths due to the same exposure to radiation for which 
risk is estimated.’ The LAR and REIC are virtually identical for most doses of interest 
considered in RadRAT. The calculator estimates the LAR from the time of exposure to the end of 
the expected lifetime. The ‘Future risk’ is the sum of ‘excess risk from radiation exposure’ and 
the ‘baseline risk’ without that exposure. The calculator can estimate risk from a single or 
multiple exposures and as a sum of all exposures. The risks can be estimated for each cancer 
type. The following information is needed to calculate the estimated risk: 1. Sex, 2. Year of birth, 
3. Exposure history: year and number of exposures, exposed organs, dose to each exposed organ, 
exposure rate (acute or chronic), 4. Run-specific parameters: random seed and sample size of the 
Monte-Carlo simulation used for the propagation of uncertainties (94).  
A key component of RadRAT is that both statistical and subjective sources of uncertainty 
are accounted for, parameters are assigned probability distributions, and Monte Carlo simulation 
for uncertainty propagation (95). ‘The calculator was developed using the Analytica 
programming software, employs Monte Carlo simulation methods with Latin Hypercube 
Sampling (LHS) to estimate a distribution of potential lifetime risk estimates, by taking into 
account statistical uncertainties in the risk parameters and subjective uncertainties in a number of 
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the assumptions’ (96). RadRAT accounts for uncertainties in the risk model coefficients, in the 
transfer to the U.S. population, and the dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF), as well 
as uncertainty in radiation doses, and uncertainties in the adjustments related to the minimal 
latency period (94).  
Radiation exposure measurement from imaging: 
There are three commonly used terms for radiation exposure measurement: 1. Absorbed 
dose, 2. Equivalent dose, and 3. Effective dose (97). Absorbed dose is the energy deposition by 
ionizing radiation in an absorbing medium. It’s the energy imparted per unit mass, and its SI 
(International System of Units) unit is Joules per kilogram (also called Gray). Absorbed dose 
correlates well with cumulative effects, stochastic effects, and delayed effects, although it is used 
to determine the acute damage caused by radiation (deterministic effect) (97). 
Equivalent dose is the product of the mean absorbed dose to an organ or tissue and 
applicable radiation weighting factors. It is computed as the sum of absorbed doses in an organ 
or tissue from all contributions by radiations of different types multiplied by their respective 
radiation qualities. The units of equivalent dose are joule per kilogram (J kg−1), where the special 
name for the unit of equivalent dose is Sievert (Sv). It’s derived from absorbed dose but takes 
into account the type and energy of radiation (biologic effectiveness of radiation). Equivalent 
dose is designated as a quantity to specify exposure limits to ensure that "the occurrence of 
stochastic health effects is kept below unacceptable levels and that tissue reaction is avoided" 
(98). 
An effective dose is the weighted tissue sum of equivalent doses in all specified tissues 
organs and represents the stochastic health effects of low dose ionizing radiation. It takes into 
account not just the type of radiation (equivalent dose) but also the nature of each organ/tissue 
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being irradiated and enables a summation of organ doses to produce an overall calculated 
effective dose. The SI unit of effective dose is Sievert (Sv).  
The literature review (99) estimates published effective doses from imaging commonly 
utilized in cancer management. In a review of various scientifically published studies, data from 
the United States, Canada, Japan, Australia, Western Europe, literature reviews of the United 
Nations Scientific Committee on Atomic Radiation, material from web sites of the U.S. FDA 
(Food and Drug Administration), and the Conference of Radiation Control Program directors 
was collected (99). The following tables give an estimate of the effective doses from various 

















Tables 1-3: With Permission from: Mettler FA Jr, Huda W, Yoshizumi TT, Mahesh M. 
Effective doses in radiology and diagnostic nuclear medicine: a catalog. Radiology. 2008 
Jul;248(1):254-63. doi: 10.1148/radiol.2481071451. Review. PubMed PMID: 18566177). 
More recent publications give similar or marginally decreased effective radiation doses as 
above (59, 60, and 61,100,101). 
Literature review: RIC with medical imaging 
Multiple published studies evaluate the risk of radiation-induced cancers (RIC) from 
medical imaging in oncologic and non-oncologic settings. A brief review of relevant studies 
evaluating RIC risk from medical imaging is presented below. The studies have focused mostly 
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on breast and lung cancer risk from radiation exposure, although some other cancers are also 
discussed.  
To estimate the risk of RIC in women undergoing imaging for the management of 
tuberculosis (TB), RIC incidence data from women with tuberculosis discharged from two 
sanatoria in Middlesex County, Massachusetts, between 1930-1956 was collected (102). The 
cancer incidence and causes of death through December 31, 1980, were calculated. Absorbed 
dose was calculated based on the number of fluoroscopies, reconstruction of exposure 
conditions, and absorbed dose estimates. Patient-related information was obtained from medical 
records from the original/primary hospitalization and hospitals to which the patients were 
subsequently transferred. All hospitals in Massachusetts were surveyed along with the available 
medical records. Among the 1,742 women with TB, 74 primary breast cancer cases were 
identified (4.2%). There were 1,044 women exposed to CXRs (chest x-rays) in management of 
TB, 30,932 woman-years of observation accumulated, and 55 primary breast cancers developed 
versus 35.8 that was expected (Observed/Expected (O/E) = 1.54; 90% CI = 1.2-1.9). The six 
hundred and ninety-eight patients not exposed to this number of fluoroscopies accumulated 
21,486 woman-years of observation, with 19 cases observed versus 22.8 expected (O/E = 0.83; 
90% Cl = 0.6-1.2). The exposed women were at an 86% increased risk of developing breast 
cancer than unexposed (RR = 1.86; 90% CI = 1.2-2.8). The risk was highest in the young, 15-19 
year age group and was lower at older ages. The risk of developing breast cancer increased with 
increasing absorbed dose and was highest among those exposed to more than 3 Gy. The 
increased risk of breast cancer was seen after at least 15 years of follow-up. The relationship 
between dose and breast cancer risk was linear up to 4 Gy. The authors concluded that for 
patients living at least ten years, "the absolute excess risk was 5.5/1 million woman-year-rad, the 
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excess relative risk per rad was 0.73%". The authors also concluded that 'These data indicate that 
a woman's lifetime risk of breast cancer is influenced by events occurring in early reproductive 
life, that low-dose fractionated exposures are as effective as single exposures of the same total 
dose in inducing breast cancer, and that risk of radiogenic breast cancer persists for many years, 
and perhaps for life’ (102).  
 A 2004 European study estimated the RIC from annual diagnostic X-rays in the UK and 
14 other developed countries (103). The study used risk models after radiation exposure, 
frequency of exposure annually, type of radiation exposure and dose to organs and all-cause 
mortality and cancer incidence in population from 15 countries such as UK, Australia, Canada, 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Japan, Kuwait, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the USA. Japanese atomic bomb survivor data and linear models used 
in that study were utilized to determine RIC risk. For lung cancer risk, smoking history, age, and 
sex were included in the analysis. To determine the frequency of exposure to diagnostic CXRs, 
data from a worldwide survey of medical radiation was used. This data was collected between 
1991-1996 as well as the one taken earlier in 1977. The data from 1991-1996 excluded age and 
sex information while the one from 1977 contained that information. The frequency of CT 
examinations was obtained from 1989 surveys of British practice and annual worldwide surveys. 
Mammography data was obtained from the UK national service breast screening program. 
Organ-specific absorbed doses were obtained from a Finnish study about x-ray exposure in the 
UK, a British survey of CT practice, and a mammography breast screening study. Results 
showed an estimated RIC from diagnostic X-ray use in the UK of 0·6% of the total risk of cancer 
to age 75 years in men and women, equivalent to 700 cases per year. The most common RIC 
cancer in men was bladder cancer, and in women was colon cancer, followed by lung and breast 
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cancers. The estimated annual RIC risk rose from about age 40 years and continued to rise to age 
70, 2% of RIC cases were estimated before 40 years of age, and 56% cases between ages 65 and 
74. Among the imaging types, CT scans were most strongly associated with RIC development, 
followed by barium enemas and pelvis X-rays. Radiation exposures to neonates less than one 
year of age were responsible for 3% of cancers versus 19% for children aged 1-14. In the UK 
and other developed countries, the attributable risk was 0.6%-1.8%. In comparison, the 
attributable risk in Japan was 3.2%, possibly a contribution from the atomic bomb exposure. 
However, the reason for this increased risk in Japan was not discussed by the authors (103).  
In a study to evaluate cancer mortality risk in patients with scoliosis and other spine 
disorders exposed to imaging (104), the investigators obtained records of 5,573 female patients 
with a confirmed diagnosis of scoliosis, kyphosis, lordosis, or kyphoscoliosis before 20 years of 
age in one of 14 orthopedic medical centers in the United States during 1912–1965, collected as 
a part of the US scoliosis cohort study. Data on all available radiology exams included 
information regarding date, field, view, position, presence of an orthosis, radiograph size, 
whether the breast was in the radiograph beam, and radiograph machine parameters. Cumulative 
radiation doses to the breast, thyroid gland, lung, ovary, and bone marrow were estimated. 
Patients were tracked using telephone, contacts, friends, and such information was obtained on 
more than 94% of patients. Nineteen percent were lost to follow-up, and 16% died. In 1993, a 
questionnaire survey was administered to the remaining 3620 patients that were alive, and 86% 
participated. From this report, mortality follow-up was done, and that extended to December 31, 
2004, with causes of death obtained from death certificates or through the National Death Index. 
The average number of radiographs per patient with any breast exposure was 22.9 (Range: 0 - 
553). The estimated mean cumulative breast dose was 10.9 cGy, average and maximum doses to 
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the active bone marrow were 1.0 cGy, and 16 cGy, respectively, and those to the thyroid gland 
were 7.4 and 137 cGy, respectively. The excess absolute risk (EAR) for breast cancer was 1.8 
excess deaths per 10,000 woman-years of observation, whereas the EAR for lung cancer was 
−0.6 excess deaths / 10,000 woman-years. There was a statistically significant 46% higher 
overall mortality risk compared to the general population. Cancer was listed as the primary cause 
for 23% of all deaths, and the overall cancer standardized mortality ratio (SMR) was 1.08 
(elevated, although not statistically significant). Breast cancer was the most common cancer 
listed, followed by cancers of the lung, colon, and ovary. Cancer mortality was 8% more than 
expected (95% CI=0.97–1.20), and mortality from breast cancer was elevated (standardized 
mortality rate (SMR) =1.68; 95% CI: 1.38–2.02), whereas mortality rates from several other 
cancers were below expected, for example, the lung was SMR=0.77, cervical cancer was 
SMR=0.31, and liver cancer SMR=0.17 (104).  
   Various radiation techniques are utilized for treating breast cancer, including 2D (2-
dimensional), 3D-conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT), IMRT (intensity-modulated radiation 
therapy), brachytherapy. These techniques aim to deliver conformal radiation to the target while 
minimizing normal tissue radiation. However, the healthy tissue may receive more abundant 
‘low-dose’ radiation that predisposes to RIC. To evaluate the risk of RIC in patients being treated 
for breast cancer with RT, five irradiation breast RT techniques were selected for analysis (105). 
These techniques included 50 Gy in 25 fractions using either physical wedge or virtual wedge, 
breast IMRT (Intensity-modulated radiation therapy), partial breast 3D-conformal radiotherapy 
(3D-CRT) to 38.5 Gy in 10 fractions, high dose rate brachytherapy delivering 34 Gy in 10 
fractions, and permanent breast seed implants with palladium-103 seeds to a dose of 90 Gy.  The 
lifetime risk and probability of developing RIC were estimated from the National Council on 
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Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) report 116. The radiation leakage from the head 
of the machine was small. Larger fields resulted in a larger backscatter of electrons. For breast 
IMRT, internal scatter showed the most significant contribution to the total body dose. If external 
beam radiation therapy (EBRT) with physical wedge compensation technique, that yielded the 
most significant dose to solid organs like the spleen and heart that received 2,356 mSv and 3.0 
Gy, respectively. Breast IMRT reduces the dose of these neighboring organs to 866 mSv and 1.4 
Gy, respectively, and partial breast RT using 3D-CRT is the safest technique with doses of 130 
mSv and 0.7 Gy, respectively. The dose scattered in the lung was small for IMRT and 3D-CRT, 
but higher for the wedge technique. A physical wedge increased the radiation dose to organs 
outside the treated volume by 50 - 800% compared to breast IMRT. Breast seed implant resulted 
in a low internal scatter, e.g., left breast irradiation using Iridium-192 HDR brachytherapy 
resulted in scatter to the heart was 3.6 Gy, the spleen (1,171 mSv), and the lung (2,471 mSv). 
Using a balloon catheter increased dose by 44%, reaching 5.2 Gy to the heart, 1,686 mSv to the 
spleen, and 3,558 mSv to the posterior part of the ipsilateral lung. The probability of developing 
RIC from various RT techniques (%/Sv) was 0.20 for the breast and 0.85 for the lung. For partial 
breast, the risk was 0.00% for breast RIC and 0.67% for lung RIC. With HDR catheters, it was 
0.05% for breast RIC and 2.10% for lung RIC. With a physical edge, RIC breast risk was 0.34%, 
and lung RIC was 0.49%. Using IMRT, breast RIC was 0.04%, and lung RIC was 0.10%. 
Finally, using 3D-CRT, breast RIC was 0.03%, and lung RIC was 0.07% (105).  
    In a study to quantify the effect of reduced life expectancy on cancer risk by comparing 
estimated lifetime risks of lung cancer because of CT examinations in patients with and without 
cancer or cardiac disease (106), the following imaging exposures were measured 1. Surveillance 
chest and abdominal CT examinations during follow-up in patients treated for colon cancer, and 
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2. Coronary CT angiographic in patients with multivessel coronary artery disease who had 
undergone coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery. The goal of the study was to estimate 
the ratio of lifetime lung cancer risks after radiologic examination in an individual with an 
average life expectancy compared to the estimated risk in the same patient with a disease-related 
reduced life expectancy. To estimate the ratios, the BEIR VII report was utilized. The ratio of 
estimated lifetime risks after surveillance CT exams in patients with colon cancer of various 
stages versus that in individuals with an average life expectancy compares the reduction in 
lifetime radiation risk due to the compromised life expectancy of the patients with colon cancer. 
The authors provide an example for "a 70-year-old patient with colon cancer, the estimated 
reduction in lifetime radiation-associated cancer risk was approximately 92% for stage IV 
disease, versus approximately 8% for stage 0 or I disease." A similar pattern was seen in the ratio 
of estimated lifetime risks of RIC lung cancer in patients who underwent CABG surgery versus 
individuals with an average life expectancy. For example, the estimated reduction in lifetime RIC 
risk was approximately 57% for a 55-year-old patient, versus only 12% for a 75-year-old patient. 
Patients with decreased life expectancy had decreased RIC risk (106).   
   A mouse model study (107) was designed to calculate the risk of RIC from multiple CT 
exposures, similar to the clinical situation where asymptomatic smokers and ex-smokers undergo 
screening that approximates the national lung screening trial (NLST) screening protocol (108). 
The study was also performed to hypothesize the mechanism of RIC using a mouse model. The 
CCSP-rtTA/Ki-ras bitransgenic mice that conditionally express the human mutant Ki-rasG12C 
gene in a doxycycline (DOX)-inducible and lung-specific manner were used in these 
experiments. Eight groups of mice were as follows: Group 1: No DOX, sham irradiation; Group 
2: No DOX + 5 mGy/fraction; Group 3: No DOX + 15 mGy/fraction; Group 4: No DOX + 25 
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mGy/fraction; Group 5: DOX + 5 mGy/ fraction; Group 6: DOX + 15 mGy/fraction; Group 7: 
DOX + 25 mGy/fraction; Group 8: DOX + sham irradiation. The four weekly whole-body 
exposures were 5, 15, or 25 mGy plus the lung imaging exposures of 30 mGy at 3 and 6 months. 
This resulted in total lung doses of 80 mGy (Groups 2, 5), 120 mGy (Groups 3, 6), and 160 mGy 
(Groups 4, 7). In the DOX alone group, there was no significant difference (P > 0.3) in tumor 
formation. The number of tumors/mouse in radiated mice expressing the Ki-rasG12C gene was 
43% greater than the unirradiated mice expressing the Ki-rasG12C gene in their lungs. In 
contrast, the tumor incidence in irradiated and unirradiated mice that did not express the Ki- 
rasG12C transgene was identical. For those mice expressing the Ki-rasG12C gene, irradiated 
females had significantly more tumors/mouse than irradiated males. No tumor size difference or 
dose-response was observed over the dose range of 80–160 mGy for either sex. Irradiated mice 
that did not express the Ki-rasG12C gene had a low tumor incidence not affected by exposure to 
CT radiation. There was no evidence to suggest that low-dose CT radiation affected the tumor 
growth rate (volume doubling time) or morphology. The data suggested that individuals 
expressing susceptibility genes have a higher carcinogenic risk from CT exposures, individuals 
not expressing a cancer susceptibility gene have little or no RIC risk from CT, the increased RIC 
risk from CT is probably due to promotion rather than initiation, and estimates of the 
carcinogenic risk from CT imaging that extrapolate Japanese atomic bomb survivor data (likely 
initiation) to low-dose CT exposures (likely promotion) using the LNT model should be viewed 
with caution. The LSS data suggested an increased risk of RIC in the entire population exposed 
to low-dose RT compared to the background risk of the unexposed population (78, 79-74). Risk 
among smokers was higher than non-smokers, although there was no particular genetic profile 
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identified in the LSS population that increased the risk of RIC of the lung after atomic bomb 
radiation exposure (57, 78, 79, and 80).  
ITALUNG is a randomized clinical trial that showed that annual screening using a low-
dose CT scan (LDCT) for four years decreases lung cancer mortality compared with usual care in 
high-risk patients such as smokers and former smokers. The trial included four scans, one 
baseline, and three repeat scans. Investigators (109) assessed the collective effective dose 
delivered to subjects participating in the ITALUNG trial. The trial included smokers aged 55-69 
years with at least 20 pack-year smoking history and no prior history of cancer. The collective 
effective dose delivered to nine hundred ten males (mean age 61.1 years) and four ninety-six 
females (mean age of 60.6 years), who underwent screening with LDCT formed the basis of this 
report and was obtained by adding the effective doses associated with LDCT examinations, chest 
FDG-PET examinations, and CT-guided biopsy procedures. The dose from LDCT examinations 
was based on acquisition protocols used in each CT scanner, the air CT dose index values 
reported in the database of the CTDosimetry (release 1.0.2, http://www.impactscan.org/) 
software. The RIC risk was assessed using the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) 
and in ICRP publications 60 and 103 and using the BEIR VII report, which allows estimation 
according to gender and age. The number of potential radio-induced tumors in adult subjects is 
0.035/Sv, according to NRPB, 0.048/ Sv, according to ICRP 60, and 0.041/ Sv, according to 
ICRP 103. The total number of LDCT examinations was 6320, a mean of 5.9 LDCT 
examinations/subjects over four years. Ninety-five chest FDG-PET scans were carried for the 
management of suspicious nodules or annual repeat screening rounds. Thirty-eight CT-guided 
FNA procedures were carried out in 34 subjects. The average collective effective dose in the 
subjects was 8.02Sv for short volume acquisition and 8.91Sv for long volume acquisitions. The 
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cumulative effective dose with chest FDG-PET scans was 0.66 Sv, mean collective effective 
dose associated with CT- guided FNA procedures was 0.06Sv. The average collective effective 
dose in subjects considering LDCT examinations was between 8.75 and 9.36 Sv, and the mean 
effective dose/subject over four years was between 6.2 and 6.8 mSv. The mean number of RIC 
ranged between 0.12-0.33/1000 subjects (109). According to BEIR VII, the RIC risk was 0.12 -
0.13/1000 males and 0.31-0.33/1000 females. In conclusion, the individual effective dose in this 
4-year lung cancer screening trial with annual LDCT was very low. This low rate of RIC matches 
the results of my study, which also showed a clinically insignificant risk of RIC with images 
performed within the two years around SBRT (0.05%). The population in my study is already 
diagnosed with cancer and is generally older.  
In a study to evaluate lung cancer risk from breast cancer radiation (110), fifteen patients 
with early-stage breast cancer patients were planned for radiation treatment. The prescription 
dose for the standard fractionation schedule was 5000 cGy in 2 Gy fractions, and for the hypo-
fractionated schedule, the prescribed dose was 4256 cGy in 16 fractions. Dose-volume 
histograms (DVHs) of the target and healthy tissues were calculated. Differential DVH data for 
the ipsilateral lung was then analyzed using a ‘Fortran program’ that utilizes a biologically-based 
mathematical model of spontaneous and radiation-induced carcinogenesis. In a differential DVH, 
the radiation dose is split into bins of 1 cGy, and the model formalism allows the predicted 
lifetime risk of RIC to be estimated for each bin. These estimates are summed to generate risk 
predictions for the entire DVH for each plan. Model-predicted absolute RIC for lung cancer for 
each year after RT were adjusted by the probability of the patient to survive up to the given year, 
and these results were added to obtain lifetime absolute risk (LAR). The LAR was compared 
with average lifetime absolute risks for similar individuals receiving no RT. The mean predicted 
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LAR of lung cancer for standard fractionation was 4.86% +/− 0.43% in the supine position and 
1.99% +/− 0.18% in the prone position for a mean difference 2.87%. An analysis of hypo-
fractionated plans revealed that the mean predicted LAR of lung cancer was 4.78% +/− 0.43% in 
the supine position and 1.88% +/− 0.17% in the prone position (p<0.001). There was no 
difference in the relative risk of RIC between standard versus hypo-fractionated schedules in 
either the supine (RR 1.05, 95% CI 0.97-1.14) or prone positions (RR 1.01, 95% CI 0.88-1.15). 
Prone breast irradiation is associated with a significantly lower predicted risk of secondary lung 
malignancy (110).  
 A retrospective study was conducted in Taiwan (111) to assess cancer risk from radiation 
exposure for coronary artery disease (CAD). This cohort study was conducted based on the 
Longitudinal Health Insurance Database 2000 (LHID2000) from the NHIRD of Taiwan that 
included 1 million individuals enrolled in LHID2000. Subjects with CAD were identified by 
ICD-9-CM code and records collected from 1997-2010. Subjects without cancers before medical 
radiation exposure were included to correlate the effect of radiation on carcinogenesis. Patients 
that were selected in this study had patients that received myocardial perfusion scintigraphy 
(MPS), coronary angiography (CA), cardiac ventriculography (CV), computed tomographic 
coronary angiography (CTCA), and percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) 
accompanied medical radiation exposure including medical/dental radiography, conventional and 
interventional fluoroscopy, and nuclear medicine procedures. The control cohort included 
patients that underwent electrocardiography or echocardiography for the diagnosis of CAD, 
accompanied by most of the medical radiation procedures except MPS, CA, CV, CTCA, and 
PTCA. The demographics were 10,367 vs. 8,310 males exposed vs. unexposed, respectively, 
8,330 vs. 10,799 females exposed vs. unexposed. The average age at examination was 61.5±15.7 
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and 59.7±15.6 in males exposed/control subjects, 63.8±11.6 and 60.6±14.1 years in females 
exposed/control subjects, respectively. The total cancer cases were 565 in exposed males versus 
433 cases in unexposed males. Three hundred eighty-nine cancer cases in females were exposed 
vs. 452 in the unexposed female. 93.5% of patients that underwent medical procedures for CAD 
were over 40 years of age. The average numbers of all medical radiation procedures were 36.9 
and 33.5 in the male exposed/control subjects and 41.9 and 36.6 in the female exposed/ control 
subjects. The age-adjusted incidence rate ratio (AA-IRR) was calculated. The risk of breast 
cancer (AA-IRR=1.85, 95% CI: 1.14-3.00) is significantly increased with cardiac procedures. 
The relative risk of RIC of the lung is significantly increased more than five cardiac 
diagnostic/therapeutic procedures and those with 1-5 procedures compared to no exposure 
(RR=2.2 and 1.9, 95% CI: 1.2-3.9 and 1.1-3.3, respectively). The exposure-dependent risk was 
found in breast cancer among those cumulated more than five procedures and 1-5 procedures 
compared with those with no cardiac exposure (RR=3.3 and 1.8, 95% CI: 1.1- 10.4 and 1.0-4.1, 
respectively) (111). In conclusion, cancer risks of the breast and lung were increased with the 
exposure levels of cardiac imaging or therapeutic procedures for CAD.  
 In a retrospective analysis of a ten year, observational lung cancer screening trial 
(COSMOS study), high-risk participants (age >50, smoking history with ≥20 pack-years, and 
no history of cancer in the past five years) underwent annual LDCT for ten consecutive years 
(112). Patients with clinically significant findings on LDCT underwent additional exams for 
further work-up. The COSMOS was conducted in 2004-15.  After completing the study, all 
examination results were collected from the radiology information-picture archiving and 
communication system (RIS-PACS) and analyzed at Radimetrics (Bayer Healthcare), 
commercially available software for monitoring and tracking patient radiation exposure. Total 
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estimated organ dose and effective dose were calculated as the sum of the doses of each LDCT 
examination and PET CT scans for each patient. The LAR of cancer incidence was derived from 
an equivalent dose table of the National Research Council’s Biological Effects of BEIR VII 
report. Over the ten years, 5203 high-risk subjects underwent 42,228 LDCT scans and 635 PET-
CT scans. The median effective dose measured at the baseline was 1.0 mSv for men and 1.4 mSv 
for women. Median cumulative effective doses from both LDCT and PET-CT scans at the 3rd, 
5th, and 10th year of screening were 3.0 mSv, 5.2 mSv, and 9.3 mSv for men, respectively, and 
4.2 mSv, 7.2 mSv, and 13.0 mSv for women, respectively. The lifetime attributable risk (LAR) of 
lung cancer after ten years of CT screening was 5.5/10000 participants for women starting 
screening at age 50-54, versus 1.4/10000 participants for men starting screening aged 65 and 
older. The number of lung and other primary cancers induced by ten years of LDCT screening 
was 1.5 and 2.4, respectively, which results in a theoretical risk of primary carcinoma of 0.05% 
(2.4/5203). The LAR of lung cancer was four times greater for women aged 50-54 years versus 
older men aged 65 and older (106). Estimates of lung cancer over ten years yielded one 
radiation-induced lung cancer that would be expected for every 173 lung cancers diagnosed. One 
radiation-induced cancer is expected for every 108 (259/2.4) lung cancers detected through 
screening. The authors concluded, ‘Radiation exposure and cancer risk from low dose CT 
screening for lung cancer, even if non-negligible, can be considered acceptable in light of the 
substantial mortality reduction associated with screening’ (112).  
  In a Brazilian study (113) evaluating RIC in women undergoing breast radiation using 
MCNPx code (Monte Carlo N-particle eXtended code) (114), a female phantom was adapted for 
whole breast radiation therapy simulation. MCNP code is general-purpose, continuous energy, 
generalized geometry, time-dependent, Monte Carlo radiation transport code designed to track 
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many particle types over broad ranges of energies. MCNPx code is capable of simulating particle 
interactions over 34 different particles and many heavy ions. Two tangential beams with the 
same weight were simulated, following 3D conformational radiation therapy (3D-CRT), and the 
mean absorbed dose to the body organs was calculated (prescription dose 50 Gy in 25 fractions). 
The highest risk of second cancers was determined to be in the contralateral breast, followed by 
leukemia, lung, and stomach cancer. The risk of a secondary RIC for the Brazilian population 
ranged between 2.2–1.7% and 0.6–0.4% for the ages of 35 years and 80 years, respectively 
(114).  
A Four-Dimensional (4D) CT scan is which is an advanced technique to acquire a 
sequence of 3DCT for respiration signal, which could be used to monitor the lesion motion in 
patients, has been widely utilized in radiation therapy as well as for diagnosis. 4DCT is 
frequently used in SBRT planning and delivery. Investigators quantified and compared radiation 
dose to organs at risk with 4DCT scans versus conventional 3DCT scans using Monte Carlo 
simulation and investigated RT dose as a function of patient size (115). One hundred and two 
patients treated between 2007-2017 were included in this study. The mean age of patients was 65 
(Range: 6-93y). A 16-slice Brilliance Big Bore CT scanner (Philips Medical System) was used, 
and a thoracic 4D helical plus 3D axial scans were acquired. Varian real-time position 
management system v1.7 was used in the 4DCT acquisition, and organ doses from the 3DCT and 
cine 4DCT imaging were calculated using Monte Carlo simulation. The function of estimated 
relative risk (ERR) in BEIR VII models was used to calculate the cancer risk. The average of the 
mean dose to thoracic organs was in the range of 7.82-11.84 cGy/4DCT scan versus 0.64-0.85 
cGy/3DCT scan. The mean dose delivered to the whole body per 4DCT scan was 12.8-fold 
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higher versus each 3DCT scan. The relative risk of cancer increased (with a ratio of 15.68:1) 
resulting from 4DCT scans compared to 3DCT scans (115).  
There are case-reports of radiation-induced cancers that happen years after radiation 
exposure. Radiation-induced sarcoma (RIS) is a rare late-onset complication of radiation therapy, 
usually developed in 8.4–10 years (116,117). A published case report from 2019 reported a 10-
year survivor with stage IV EGFR-mutated NSCLC who had undergone palliative radiation 
therapy three times for recurrent cancer. Such reports are infrequent because patients with stage 
IV NSCLC are unlikely to survive ten years. RIS was located on the edge of the irradiation 
region of the second sacral vertebra. The total dose was 30 Gy in 10 fractions in the field, but 
RIS arose in the region exposed to a very low dose of around 2 Gy (118), which supports the 
LNT model discussed above.  
RIC can potentially be reduced when delivering therapeutic radiation. In a planning study 
to evaluate whether a radiation plan can reduce RIC in women being treated for breast cancer, 
three commonly used RT techniques were compared: IMRT, Volumetric modulated arc therapy 
(VMAT), or Field-in field. The lowest excess absolute risk (EAR) for the contralateral breast 
RIC, Contralateral lung RIC, and Ipsilateral lung RIC were achieved with field-in-field 
technique, which reduced the EARs by 77%, 88%, and 56% relative to those with IMRT, and by 
77%, 84%, and 58% relative to those with VMAT, respectively (119).  
A study aimed to assess the RIC risk after radiotherapeutic management of Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma (HL) using involved field radiation therapy (IFRT) versus involved site radiation 
therapy (ISRT) (120). Twenty consecutive patients with supra or infra-diaphragmatic HL 
underwent a planning CT scan. For each patient, two planning target volumes (PTVs) were 
generated, one for ISRT and the other for IFRT, based on recommendations of the international 
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lymphoma radiation oncology group (ILROG) (121). The Excess absolute risk (EAR) and 
lifetime attributable risk (LAR) for the induction of RIC of organs at risk after RT was estimated. 
Moreover, the calculated LAR for each studied organ compared to the corresponding baseline 
risk for patients unexposed to this RT. For supra-diaphragmatic HL, the LARs for developing 
RIC for lung, mouth, and pharynx were found 1.2–1.3 times higher than the baseline risk of the 
unexposed population. The LARs for the development of thyroid and breast cancer were 1.2–2.6 
times lower than baseline risk. Using the involved site technique (ISRT), which treats a smaller 
volume, the LARs for the lung, mouth, breast, and thyroid cancer induction were 1.2–3.9 times 
lower, while those for pharyngeal cancer were found 1.1 times higher than the baseline risk. The 
LAR for RIC with involved-field RT (IFRT) that treats a bigger area versus ISRT, RIC was found 
0.50%–8.02%, depending on the organ at risk and the calculation model, and for ISRT technique 
was 0.50%–5.19%. For HL below the diaphragm, the LAR for RIC with IFRT was 0.20%–
9.28%, whereas the corresponding range with ISRT was 0.86%–6.01% (121). Estimated cancer 
risks for breast, lung, thyroid, colon, and rectal with ISRT was significantly less compared to 
IFRT. The risk of RIC for lung, mouth, pharynx, rectum, and colon was more than 1.2 times 
higher than the negligible risk for IFRT.  
    Regarding excess cancer risk from radiation in children, a study estimated the lifetime 
excess cancer risks for children that had an atrial septal defect (ASD) repair, a patent ductus 
arteriosus (PDA) repair, or a pulmonary valvuloplasty (122) since it involves various cardiac 
catheterization procedures using imaging. The study included children who were all participants 
of the “Coccinelle” cohort study that investigated the incidence of leukemia in the long run and 
solid cancers among children treated in France with a cardiac catheterization procedure (CCP). 
Excess radiation during CCPs is due to fluoroscopy used to obtain hemodynamic images of the 
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circulatory system. This is typically associated with effective radiation doses from 3 -15 mSv, 
although it can result in doses exceeding 50 mSv for some complex procedures. The study 
population was 1175 children who underwent 1251 CCP in 2009 -2013. The median age of 
children at CCP was 8.7 years for ASD closure, 2.7 years for PDA occlusion, and one month for 
pulmonary valvuloplasty. Radiation exposure was most to the lungs and breasts with estimated 
median equivalent doses 3 - 17 mSv and 1 to 16 mSv respectively, depending on the type of 
procedure and patient age. Median doses were 2 - 9 mSv to the esophagus, 1 - 5 mSv to active 
bone marrow, stomach, liver, and pancreas, and below one mSv to the other organs. Pulmonary 
valvuloplasty had the highest median projected lifetime attributable risks (LARs), 5 – 12/1000 
(0.5-1.2%) procedures in girls and 1 – 2/1000 (0.1-.2%) procedures in boys. PDA occlusion, 
median LARs ranged from 4 -7/1000 (0.4-0.7%) in girls and 0.5–1/1000 (0.05-0.1%) in boys, 
depending on the age group. Median LARs ranged between 0.3 and 1.4 (atrial septal defect 
closure), 0.6 and 5.0 (PDA occlusion), and 1.0 and 12.0 (pulmonary valvuloplasty)/1000 
procedures, depending on patient sex and age at treatment. These numbers show the RIC risk of  
0.4% - 6.0% of children’s total lifetime cancer risk. For the 10% of procedures with the highest 
radiation exposures, LARs reached 4.2 /1000 (0.4%) in boys and 22.2/1000 (2.2%) in girls. In 
boys, lung cancer accounted for 70% - 80% of the projected LARs, whereas in girls, it accounted 
for 20% - 60% and breast cancer for 30% - 80% of the excess risks, depending on the type of 
procedure and patient age (122).  
To quantify the impact on cancer risk of diagnostic imaging procedures and the 
associated dose, a French study estimated the number of new cancer cases in adults in France in 
2015 attributable to RIC (123).  The analysis focused on the risk of RIC occurring in adults >30 
years of age. Interventional diagnostic procedures, specifically coronarography and cerebral 
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angiography, X-rays (including mammography) and CT scans, constituted exposure to external 
medical radiation, with nuclear medicine considered as internal irradiation exposure from one of 
the following: 99mTc Phosphates (bone scan), 20ITI Thallous chloride (myocardium), 99mTc 
Tetrofosmin (myocardium), 99mTc Sestamibi (myocardium), 99mTc MAA (Lung perfusion) and 
18F-FGD-PET. Therapeutic irradiation was excluded from the analysis. The average annual 
radiation dose delivered to each organ in milligray (mGy) was estimated by combining the 
frequency of X-rays, CT scans, and interventional radiology procedures by sex and age group. As 
is generally accepted for radiation-induced solid malignancies, a 10-year latency period was 
assumed between exposure and cancer diagnosis. Therefore, the excess relative risks (ERR) were 
estimated by sex and age group for 2015 using lifetime cumulative organ dose exposures 
estimated at the year 2005, from medical imaging using the risk models described in the BEIR 
VII report. The dose-risk relationship was linear for all cancer sites, except for leukemia, for 
which a linear-quadratic relationship was assumed. Specifically, the ERRs were computed for 
cancers. Both the BEIR VII risk models and the organ doses per procedure were available: 
bladder, female breast, colon, liver, lung, stomach, esophagus, and thyroid. Also, PAF 
(population attributable fractions) were calculated. The PAF refers to the fraction of all cases of a 
particular disease in a population attributable to a specific exposure. Among men, the highest 
ERR related to cumulative external medical imaging exposure was for leukemia. Among the 
other cancer sites, the ERRs among men did not differ substantially. In women under the age of 
75, the highest ERR from cumulative exposure to external medical imaging was for bladder 
cancer, and after this age, the highest ERR was for leukemia. There were 346,000 estimated new 
cancer cases in adults in France in 2015, of which 2300 cases (940 among men, 1360 among 
women) were attributable to diagnostic imaging, which was 0.7% of all newly diagnosed cancer 
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cases (0.5% for men, 0.9% for women). The leading diagnostic RIC were female breast (n = 560 
cases), lung (n = 500 cases) and colon (n = 290 cases) cancers. The authors concluded that 
compared to other risk factors, the contribution of medical diagnostic imaging to the cancer 
incidence is small, and the benefits largely outweigh its harms (123). 
In another study in estimating RIC risk from therapeutic radiation for breast cancers 
(124), the authors estimated organ doses for three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-
CRT) and a multi-field IMRT technique with a Monte Carlo-based treatment planning system. 
IMRT uses a highly conformal technique that generally is shown to spread lower doses around 
versus 3D-CRT. In the next step, based on these doses, RIC risks were calculated for the lung, 
breast, and esophagus. For more distant organs, the authors applied results from the atomic bomb 
survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The prescribed dose to the whole breast was 50.4 Gy plus 
an additional boost of 16 Gy to the tumor bed. Cancer risks were derived by applying published, 
organ-specific risk models, and estimates from the dose-volume histograms (DVH) of nearby 
organs. DVH for each organ is a calculation in radiation planning that shows the dose to each 
contoured organ. For 3D-CRT, the relative risk was 1.4, and the highest for lung cancer. For the 
IMRT plan, the relative risk was higher for the contralateral breast, compared with the 3D-CRT 
plan. For right-sided breast therapy, high relative risks of 1.2 were for 3D-CRT without wedges 
and 1.4 for multifield IMRT for the liver. However, as liver cancer is infrequent, the total 
contribution of liver cancer to the entire risk is low. Estimated risks to colon, uterus, and 
pancreas were comparable to lung and contralateral breast (124).  
    In another study to evaluate RIC from breast cancer therapeutic radiation using 
different RT techniques, including accelerated partial breast radiation (APBI), lifetime 
attributable risks were calculated using BEIR VII (125). APBI treats the resected tumor bed 
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rather than the whole breast, which is another standard RT option. Measurements of the scatter 
dose for various RT techniques were performed using custom-made tissue-equivalent breast 
phantoms. Whole breast radiotherapy used a regimen of 42.5 Gy in 16 fractions. Beam angles 
were optimized to reduce the contralateral breast and lung dose. The dose was measured in the 
lungs, contralateral breast, thyroid, esophagus, colon, ovaries, and the uterus using 
ThermoLuminescent dosimeters (TLDs) distributed uniformly over the organs and Gafchromic 
film for the lungs.  The lungs got the highest mean doses (50 to 200 cGy) depending on the RT 
technique. The mean doses to the other organs remained well below 70 cGy except for the 
esophagus, which received more than 100 cGy with the 3D-APBI. The mean doses to the ovaries 
and uterus ranged between 1 to 8 cGy. As expected, Whole breast radiotherapy delivered the 
highest doses versus all APBI techniques that resulted in lower doses to the lungs and 
contralateral breast. The Cyberknife techniques (a different radiation delivery machine that uses 
a robotic arm and has more degrees of freedom) showed a slightly higher dose to the abdominal 
organs than other APBI techniques. The lungs carried the highest LAR, with a 3.8% lifetime risk 
of lung RIC for whole breast radiotherapy at age 50 years. The LARs for the uterus were lower 
than 1/1000th of the LARs of the lungs. The relative risk for women exposed at age 40, 50, 60, 
and 80 years were compared to non-irradiated breast cancer patients of the same age. Selecting a 
threshold of 50% relative risk increase as being clinically significant, only whole breast RT and 
the VMAT technique significantly increased RIC risk of lung cancer.  If a 10% increase in 
relative risk is considered clinically significant, there was an increased risk of lung RIC for all 
techniques of all ages. At a 10% threshold, there is also an increased risk of esophagus cancers, 
although absolute numbers were small. The risks of secondary malignancies of the thyroid, 
contralateral breast, ovaries, and uterus were close to the baseline (125).  
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    Another planning study (126) to estimate the risk of RIC in the lungs and the 
contralateral breast, in the case of left-sided breast cancer patients treated with RT, comparing 
3D-CRT and 2 VMAT (volumetric arc therapy) approaches. VMAT is a highly conformal 
planning technique that may scatter low dose around the target to achieve high conformality. 
Planning CT scans of 20 patients presenting with stage I/ II left breast cancer after breast-
conserving surgery were randomly selected from the institutional database. The clinical target 
volume (area of the breast at risk of microscopic disease) was delineated for whole-breast 
irradiation according to the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) recommendations with 
a prescription of 40.05 Gy in 15 fractions of 2.67 Gy. RTOG is the radiation body that sets 
guidelines for RT planning. Three plans per patient were generated: 1. 3D-CRT field in field 
plan, 2. The VMAT_full plan using the RapidArc technique (Varian Medical Systems, delivers 
RT in a short time) and 3. The VMAT_tang, a full VMAT plan optimized with avoidance sectors. 
Each of these planning techniques has a different low dose RT dose scatter around the target. 
Excess absolute risk (EAR) was estimated using linear, linear-exponential, plateau, and full 
model (which uses a carcinogenesis model, epidemiologic data induction if cancer, and accounts 
for cell repopulation/ repair during the radiation therapy). The EAR differences between 3D-CRT 
and VMAT_tang were highly significant for the contralateral breast; however, the absolute 
difference did not reach 1 case of 10,000 patient-years (criteria for significance). Concerning the 
risk of RIC induction, 3D-CRT and VMAT_tang could be considered equivalent. The 
VMAT_full technique presented a significantly higher RIC risk to the contralateral organs, and 
the absolute difference between VMAT_full and the other techniques was 5 to 6 cases over 
10,000 patient-years (126). These studies again suggest a risk of RIC from the treatment of breast 
cancer with external beam radiation. 
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A modeling study (127) was done to calculate the RIC in a non-malignant situation, a 
non-malignant shoulder syndrome. Shoulder syndrome affects the shoulder joint causing pain 
and a loss of motion. Duplay described this benign disease in 1872 with the term periarthritis 
humero-scapularis. Treatment options include physiotherapy, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs, direct injection of steroids, extracorporeal shock wave therapy, open or arthroscopic 
surgery, or radiation therapy. The Monte Carlo N-particle (MCNP) radiation transport code was 
employed to model a medical linear accelerator emitting 6 MV photon beams. This was 
combined with a computational androgynous phantom to represent the patient’s irradiation for 
non-malignant shoulder syndrome. A two-field technique was used to simulate the radiation 
therapy in the region of the shoulder using two opposing anteroposterior (AP) and a 
posteroanterior (PA) treatment field. Monte Carlo simulations were used to find the average 
radiation dose received by all critical organs (based on the BEIR-VII report). The average dose 
was calculated for the following ten organs: stomach, colon, liver, lung, prostate, urinary bladder, 
thyroid, female breast, uterus, and ovary. For each selected organ, the lifetime attributable risk 
for cancer development was calculated by multiplying the average dose by an organ- age- and 
gender-specific risk factor derived from the BEIR-VII report. RIC risk assessments were made 
by assuming patients to be 50- and 60-year-old males and females. Monte Carlo calculations 
resulted in an average range of 0.7–48.4 mGy for a total target dose of 6 Gy. The use of smaller 
field sizes resulted in a mean dose reduction of 14.0 ± 3.6% (range: 9.8–19.4%). The lifetime 
probabilities for 50-year-old males undergoing RT in the region of shoulder ranged from (2.4 × 
10−4)% to (2.7 × 10−3)%, whereas the corresponding range for patients treated at the age of 60 
years was (1.4 × 10−4)% to (2.2 × 10−3)%. The LARs for female patients was estimated to be (1.4 
× 10−4)% to (2.8 × 10−2)% depending upon the patient’s age at the time of RT and the organ of 
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interest. The probability of lung cancer, as estimated with the non-linear mechanistic model, was 
0.11% - 0.16% by the age and gender of the exposed patient. The corresponding risk range 
obtained with the linear model was 0.12–0.18%. The lung cancer risks were 36–64 times less 
than the lifetime intrinsic risk (127). 
    Lung cancer screening (LCS) refers to screening for lung cancer using low-dose CT 
(LDCT) systems with up to 64 detector rows. However, contemporary wide-area detector CT 
scanners may considerably suppress the radiation burden from CT imaging. A study (128) aimed 
to determine the absorbed dose to all radiosensitive organs of individuals of different body 
habitus with various CT scanners. The comparison was between a standard LCS LDCT 
examination on a modern 256-slice CT scanner, a single LCS 256-slice LDCT study and estimate 
the theoretical cumulative risk of radiation-induced cancer for a typical cohort to be subjected to 
repeated annual LCS 256-slice LDCT studies versus the calculated intrinsic risk of being 
diagnosed with cancer at the age of enrollment in a CT-based LCS program. Chest CT was 
performed to scan and cover the chest region from the lung apex to below the diaphragm. 
Mathematical anthropomorphic phantoms representing the internal human anatomy was 
generated by Bodybuilder software package version 1.3 (White Rock Science, White Rock, NM, 
USA). This software allows the generation of standard humanoid phantoms representing 
average-size individuals. Doses to all radiosensitive organs/tissues were derived for different 
scans as ‘normalized values to free-in-air CT dose-index’ at the isocenter. The risk of developing 
RIC at any time after the age at exposure, known as life-attributable risk (LAR), was estimated 
for a single 256-slice LDCT chest examination for adults of varying body mass index and age at 
exposure (range: 55-80 years). 
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Organ/tissue-specific LARs associated with this LDCT was estimated from organ doses 
and organ-specific RIC risk factors available in the literature for the estimation of radiation-
induced cancer risk following low-level exposures to ionizing radiation. Linear interpolation was 
employed to derive risk factors for the age range 55–80 years with a ‘1-year step’. The radiation-
induced cancer LARs for lung, colon, stomach, bladder, liver, thyroid, breast (females), uterus 
(females), ovary (females), prostate (males), leukemia, and the remainder of organs were 
determined. The total estimated RIC risk for a specific adult subjected to a single lung cancer 
screening LDCT examination at a specific age was determined as the sum of all corresponding 
organ-specific LARs. Cumulative LARs from annual LDCT exposures from the age of 55 or 65 
years till the age of 80 years was derived by adding up the LARs of LDCT exposures performed 
till the age of 80 years. The estimated cumulative LAR was compared to the corresponding 
baseline lifetime intrinsic risk (LIR) of being diagnosed with cancer at any time during 
remaining life as provided by the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The effective dose from the 
standard lung cancer screening 256-slice LDCT examination to normal BMI, overweight and 
obese populations (high BMI) in equal numbers of males and females was estimated to be 0.77, 
0.72, and 0.63 mSv, respectively. The effective dose for a typical screening cohort was estimated 
to be 0.71 mSv. The cumulative LAR of cancer from repeated annual scans from the age of 55 
years to 80 years was found to increase the baseline LIR of cancer by 0.11 % and 0.27 % for the 
typical LCS male and female population, respectively. The RIC LAR from a single LDCT study 
was found to increase the nominal LIR of cancer in average-size 55-year-old males and females 
by 0.008 % and 0.018 %, respectively. Cumulative radiation-induced cancer risk of cancer from 
repeated annual scans from 55–80 years was found to increase the nominal LIR of cancer by 
0.13 % in males and 0.30 % in females (128).  
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    To eliminate confounding in the study, a propensity-matched analysis (129) was 
conducted to compare the incidence of radiation-induced radiation pneumonitis and RIC for 
breast cancer patients treated with IMRT/VMAT (intensity-modulated radiation 
therapy/volumetric arc therapy). A total of ninety breast cancer patients were enrolled, of which 
32 patients were treated with IMRT and 58 with VMAT. Patients received either IMRT/VMAT 
with a simultaneous integrated boost technique, a boost plan built within the primary radiation 
plan. SIB is a radiation planning technique of adding additional radiation to the high-risk region 
at the same time as primary radiation treatment rather than adding a separate boost dose at the 
end of primary treatment. IMRT patient treatments were planned with a six or 7-field plan, while 
VMAT used a five/six-partial-arc plan. The prescribed doses were 63 Gy to planning target 
volume and 51 Gy to subclinical disease area delivered at 1.7–2.1 Gy per fraction using SIB. 
Schneider’s full models of organ equivalent dose (OED) and excess absolute risk (EAR) were 
used for the carcinoma induction analyses. The risk equivalent dose is a dose-response-weighted 
tissue dose value that is proportional to the risks. The RIC was evaluated for the spinal cord, 
contralateral breast, contralateral lung, ipsilateral lung, liver, and stomach, all of which were 
assigned parameter values obtained from Schneider’s full risk models. The EAR was calculated 
for patients from the age of exposure to 70 years of age. VMAT only showed a significantly 
lower OED and EAR compared to IMRT of the ipsilateral lung (p ≤ 0.01). However, the values 
of OED and EAR in the contralateral lung and breast were slightly higher in VMAT than in 
IMRT patients (p ≤ 0.05). The authors concluded that VMAT is a rational radiotherapy option 
for breast cancer patients, based on its reduced potential for inducing secondary malignancies 
and radiation pneumonitis complications compared to IMRT (129). Currently, both techniques 
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are utilized in breast cancer radiation planning, although 3D-CRT is still the most commonly 
used. 
Another breast radiation planning study compared and estimated the risk of ischemic 
heart disease and RIC between two radiotherapy techniques (3D-CRT or VMAT) in free-
breathing (FB) and DIBH (deep inspiratory breath-hold) from RT for left-sided breast cancer 
(130). Computed tomography data sets of 10 patients with left-sided early-stage breast cancer 
were used in the study. All patients were treated with 3D-CRT in DIBH (helps minimize target 
movement with breathing during RT delivery) following breast-conserving surgery. Patients had 
to undergo two planning CT scans acquired on a CT simulator, and target volume and organs at 
risk (OAR) were contoured using the treatment planning software Oncentra® (Nucletron, Elekta, 
Sweden). Four different treatment plans were generated for each patient: for both techniques, 
3D-CRT and VMAT, two plans were created based on CT scans free-breathing (FB) and deep 
inspiratory breath-hold (DIBH). The prescribed dose was 50 Gy in 25 fractions. There was no 
significant difference in 10-year excess RIC risk when comparing 3D-CRT plans in DIBH and 
FB (P = 0.95). In contrast, in VMAT plans, the predicted EAR of RIC was significantly increased 
when the DIBH maneuver was applied (P = 0.02). The 10-year EAR for RIC lung cancer was 
significantly influenced through the use of VMAT, which was correlated with a significant 
increase in radiation-induced lung cancer risk as compared to 3D-CRT plans in DIBH plans (P = 
0.007) and FB plans (P = 0.005). The baseline risk for lung cancer had the most definite impact 
on EAR estimation: medium-risk patients showed substantially lower 10-year EAR values for 




The majority of radiation treatments for patients with various cancers are given using 
photons. The use of protons (a heavy particle) is gaining popularity since it delivers a more 
conformal RT given its ‘Bragg-peak’ effect. Bragg-peak is the sharp radiation dose fall off 
beyond the target. In a comparison of RIC risk between photons and protons, patients with 
thymoma/thymic carcinoma requiring adjuvant radiation therapy after surgical resection and 
treated with double-scattered proton beam radiation therapy (DS-PBT) between 2011 and 2016 
were enrolled in a registry study allowing prospective collection of treatment data, toxicity, and 
clinical outcomes (131). Ten consecutive patients with completely resected stage II thymic 
malignancies were selected for evaluation of RIC, and two plans were generated for each patient. 
And in each, the average 4D CT scan was used for plan optimization and dose calculation. 
Excess absolute risks of second cancers from radiation for proton and photon plans were 
determined by use of previously reported models of organ-specific radiation-induced cancer 
incidence based on organ equivalent dose (OED) as described by Schneider et al. All patients 
were treated with 1.8-Gy daily fractions, and the median total radiation dose was 50.4 Gy. Proton 
and photon plans provided similar coverage, although proton plans resulted in more significant 
sparing of OARs compared with photon plans. The mean lung and heart dose and the maximum 
esophagus dose were lower with protons. Significantly more excess RIC per 10,000 patients per 
year were predicted with photon therapy compared with proton therapy. This included higher 
rates of esophagus, lungs, breast, skin, stomach, and thyroid cancers. In total, 17.3 excess RICs 
per 10,000 patients per year were predicted with photons, whereas 2.8 excess RICs were 
predicted for DS-PBT, for 14.5 excess RICs from photon therapy compared with proton therapy. 
Authors conclude that ‘For patients with thymoma diagnosed at the median national age, five 
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excess secondary malignancies / 100 patients would be avoided by treating them with protons 
instead of photons’ (131).  
Another study in HL patients (132) assessed the probability for RIC induction after 
involved site radiation therapy (ISRT) in patients with mediastinal HL by combining dosimetry 
data from radiation treatment with the appropriate risk models. These RIC risk assessments with 
ISRT were compared with conventional involved field radiation therapy (IFRT). Six female and 
five consecutive male patients that required irradiation to the mediastinum for HL were included. 
All patients were in a supine position, and two plans that corresponded to the IFRT technique and 
ISRT technique were generated. Models such as mechanistic, plateau, and bell-shaped models 
were used to estimate lifetime attributable risk (LAR) of developing malignancies by using 
patient-specific organ equivalent dose (OED). The LAR estimates were compared with the 
nominal risks for unexposed people. The LAR range for lung RIC estimated with the 
mechanistic, plateau, and bell-shaped models was 1.65–2.79%, 1.77–3.34%, and 1.78–3.31%, 
respectively. The LAR calculation for breast RIC induction was 0.16–2.36%, 0.17–2.37%, and 
0.17–2.24%, LAR range for esophagus RIC was 0.21–0.41% as per the mechanistic model. The 
mechanistic model led to smaller LAR estimates for lung RIC versus LARs derived from the 
plateau and bell-shaped models. For each specific HL patient, the difference between the 
minimum and maximum LARs of lung RIC induction was  7.7% -19.5%, for breast RIC 
induction was 2.0–8.2%. The LARs for developing lung RIC were 1.8–4.4 times lower than the 
respective baseline risks; for breast RIC, it was 5.3–67.8 times smaller than the baseline 
probabilities and for esophagus RIC, 1.1–3.8 times lower compared to baseline risk values. The 
estimated LAR for lung and breast cancer RIC risk due to ISRT was lower than IFRT irrespective 
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of which model was used for analysis (P < 0.05). However, there was no significant difference 
between the LARs for esophageal RIC estimated by the ISRT and IFRT plans (P = 0.63) (132).  
A study (133) evaluated the exposure from diagnostic imaging for lung cancer. Diagnosis 
of lung cancer is a drawn-out process requiring multiple imaging and biopsies. The cumulative 
radiation dose received by patients undergoing staging and investigations for curative treatment 
for primary lung cancer between December 2012 and March 2014 was calculated. Retrospective 
data were obtained from electronic records, including patient demographics, stage/type of cancer, 
information on all imaging investigations involving ionizing radiation between the first 
diagnostic investigation and the start of definitive treatment was gathered. The total effective 
radiation dose was calculated for each patient, and lifetime attributable risk (LAR) was 
estimated. The mean cumulative dose of radiation received by 80 patients undergoing 
investigation for curative treatment with surgery or chemoradiation was 27.6 mSv±0.9. Patients 
that either received surgery or chemoradiation received comparable doses, surgery 28.6mSv, 
chemo-radiation 25.8 mSv, p=0.89. This was significantly higher than those who received the 
best supportive care since imaging is minimized in patients on supportive care or hospice. When 
stratified by stage, the effective dose of radiation received was higher for early-stage disease than 
for those with metastatic disease (mean=26.9 mSv for stage I, 24.6 mSv for stage II, 22.3 mSv 
for stage III, and 14.4 mSv for stage IV), which is expected since prognosis is poor in stage IV 
disease and effort is made to focus on the quality of life of patient since the cure is not possible. 
There was a correlation between body mass and effective dose (p<0.05), but no significant 
correlation with patient age (p=0.52). For patients undergoing treatment with curative intent, the 
median number (range) of investigations undertaken was CT staging was 1 (Range: 0–4), CT 
head was 1 (Range: 0–2), CT-guided biopsy was 1 (Range: 0–3), and positron emission 
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tomography (PET)-CT was 1 (Range: 0–2). The mean LAR of malignancy for those receiving 
treatment with curative intent was 0.059%, which means that 5.9 in 10,000 long- term survivors 
would be expected to develop a RIC as a direct consequence of diagnostic imaging 
investigations. The lung-specific risk was 0.019% (133). This risk estimate should be clinically 
insignificant, given the grave prognosis of lung cancer.  
 A meta-analysis published in 2017 (134) estimated the RIC risks of modern breast cancer 
radiotherapy since several studies have been published estimating the risk with various RT 
techniques. Randomized studies on women with long-term follow-up were used to derive rate 
ratios (RRs) for incident RIC cancers and causes of death before a recurrence of breast cancer 
and excess rate ratios (ERRs) / Gy for incident primary lung cancer. These ERRs / Gy values 
were combined with lung and heart doses from modern radiation and population-based modern 
lung cancer and cardiac mortality rates in smokers and nonsmokers to estimate the absolute risks 
of contemporary breast RT for cancer. The meta-analysis involved a systematic review of lung 
and heart doses from 2010 to 2015 and breast cancer RT regimens. A ‘typical modern dose will 
be an unweighted average’ calculated for all published mean whole-lung doses (average of 
ipsilateral and contralateral lung doses). Data were obtained from trials that began before 2000 of 
RT versus no RT or RT versus additional surgery in early breast cancer or ductal carcinoma in 
situ (DCIS). For every woman, information was obtained about patient and tumor characteristics, 
delivered treatment, time to recurrence, time to any contralateral breast cancer or another second 
cancer before recurrence, and date last known to be alive or date and cause of death. To estimate 
absolute risks for women, the ERRs / Gy were multiplied by typical modern lung and heart doses 
and applied to the current smoker and nonsmoker population mortality rates in 5-year age 
groups. The baseline death rate from lung cancer was taken from nonsmokers in the American 
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Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study II. The review of all breast cancer radiotherapy 
dosimetry reports between 2010 - 2015 identified 214 reports. The average of the lung doses was 
average ipsilateral 9.0 Gy and average contralateral lung 2.4 Gy and mean of the two doses of 
the two lungs, the typical modern technique and planned whole-lung dose was 5.7 Gy. Compared 
to the contemporary doses, lung and heart doses were higher in the trials: 10 Gy whole lung and 
6 Gy whole heart, ipsilateral lung 17.6 Gy, contralateral lung 1.6 Gy, whole lung 9.6 Gy. The 
main risks noted in the trial were contralateral breast cancer, lung cancer, leukemia, esophageal 
cancer, and heart disease. The RR for contralateral breast cancer was 1.20. The contralateral 
breast cancer RR was higher in the old trials of orthovoltage radiotherapy, RR, 1.57, than in the 
other trials. In trials, the absolute 15-year increase in contralateral breast cancer risk was 1.0%. 
Older techniques of RT resulted in higher estimates of the exposure of normal tissues to RT and, 
therefore, higher risks of RIC.  The significant excess is in the first decade after radiotherapy. 
The incidence RR, radiotherapy versus control, for RIC other than breast or lung was 1.19. The 
main values were leukemia RR, 1.71, and esophageal cancer RR, 2.42, with the majority of cases 
occurring in the trials in which radiotherapy involved the internal mammary chain and 
supraclavicular fossa. Estimated absolute risks from modern radiotherapy were lung cancer, 
approximately 4% for long-term continuing smokers, and 0.3% for nonsmokers (134).  These 
estimates suggest a less than 1% risk of RIC with modern techniques in non-smokers, which is 
clinically acceptable, given the survival benefit in the long term seen with breast RT for breast 
cancer.  
In a study to evaluate the individual organ doses and the corresponding effective doses, to 
calculate the potential RIC from cardiac CT angiography (135), investigators collected patient 
characteristics and radiation dose data for 100 patients who underwent elective, nonemergency, 
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contrast-enhanced cardiac CT angiography. Patients were indicated to undergo CT angiography 
at the institution for the following reasons: Patients who presented with symptomatic chest pain 
and were deemed at intermediate risk for coronary artery disease (CAD), which was defined as a 
combination of atypical clinical presentations, non-pathological (stress) EKG findings (i.e., 
normal EKG / negative T-wave), in-conclusive risk factor profiles (i.e., hypertension, diabetes 
mellitus, nicotine abuse, presence of familial coronary atherosclerosis, cholesterol) and negative 
troponin T enzyme levels. Radiation doses are recorded by the CT scanner automatically, and 
dosimetry data for all subjects were retrieved using the Agfa IMPAX workstation (Agfa-Gevaert 
Group). Organ doses were converted to organ RIC risk values using patient age and sex-specific 
data published in BEIR VII. For each patient, investigators calculated the total cancer RIC risk 
by multiplying the computed organ dose by the corresponding age- and sex-dependent cancer 
risk coefficient. The effective dose for this group of patients ranged from 12 to 42 mSv, with a 
mean of 25.1 ± 4.9 mSv. Most patients received effective doses within the range of 20–31 mSv. 
The mean RIC induction risk in men was 0.065 ± 0.016%, with most patients falling in the range 
between 0.044% and 0.086%. The mean RIC induction risk in women was higher with the risk 
of 0.176 ± 0.050%, with most women falling in the range between 0.13% and 0.26%. For both 
sexes, risks from the 10th percentile to the 90th percentile covered a two-fold risk range. There 
was mostly overlap between men and women; the female 10th percentile risk of 0.13% was 
substantially higher than the male 90th percentile risk of 0.086%. The ratio of the median female 
to male risk was 2.6. There was a marked difference between risks for men and women, and this 
difference increased in younger patients. For men, the cancer incidence risk was 0.080% for a 
40-year-old, which decreased to 0.071% for a 60-year-old. For women, the cancer incidence risk 
was 0.24% for a 40-year-old, which decreases to 0.16% for a 60-year-old. In men and women, 
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about 3/4th of the RIC risk was from lung cancer. Inclusion of the remaining less sensitive 
organs exposed during cardiac CT angiography examinations would likely increase the cancer 
induction risk by ~20% (135). 
    A systematic review (136) of the epidemiological studies evaluated the dose-response 
relationship for second radiation-induced solid cancer risks after high-dose fractionated RT. The 
authors first reviewed the shape of the dose-response relationship for each second cancer site to 
assess whether the data support a linear relationship, a plateau, or a down-turn in risk at high 
doses. Also, a comparison was made of the magnitude of the risk per unit of RT dose from the 
high-dose fractionated exposures with age and sex-matched risk estimates from the Japanese 
atomic bomb survivors that received acute lower-dose radiation exposure (<2 Gy). Other studies 
that were included in the review were the epidemiological studies with an outcome of RIC solid 
cancer that had data on details of RT treatment, specifically the estimated dose delivered to the 
site that developed RIC for each patient. Potentially eligible studies were identified from 
searching PubMed (search terms “radiotherapy,” “dose,” “subsequent malignancy”), from review 
articles and references in identified studies. For each eligible study, the following data was 
extracted: cohort size, average ( and mean/median) age at first cancer diagnosis, age at second 
cancer diagnosis, estimated absorbed dose to the second cancer site in the cohort, the relative risk 
(or odds ratio) and 95% confidence interval for second cancer in relation to each category of 
radiation dose, and the estimated continuous dose-response relationship expressed as the excess 
relative risk per Gray (ERR/ Gy) and its 95% confidence interval, dose-response relationship 
with non-linear dose-response curves such as linear-exponential or linear-quadratic, and any 
associated tests of statistical significance. To estimate the magnitude of the impacts of cell killing 
at high doses and fractionation on the RIC, authors compared the dose-response estimates from 
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these radiotherapy studies with estimates from radiation exposure using the risk models used by 
the BEIR VII committee. Twenty-eight eligible studies included 3,434 patients who developed a 
RIC with average absorbed organ doses in the non-cases ranging from 5–165 Gy. The majority of 
the studies were case-control studies, many of which were nested case-control studies within a 
cohort, such as the Childhood Cancer Survivor Study. More than 50% of the studies were of 
childhood cancers. Three studies evaluated second breast cancers after RT with the average age 
at exposure between 6 years and 22 years and maximum absorbed organ doses of 60–80 Gy to 
the breast. All three studies found approximately linear dose-response relationships with breast 
cancer risk and no evidence of a downturn at risk, even at doses of 30 Gy or more. The ERR/ Gy 
varied from 0.13 to 0.27, 5–16 fold lower than the prior estimates. An interesting effect modifier 
was RT to the ovary of at least 5 Gy, which significantly reduced the risk of radiation-related 
breast cancer in both studies where such treatment was common. The mechanism was possibly 
the ablation of ovarian function, which suppresses the hormonal stimulation of the breast tissue. 
Two studies of second lung cancer were identified with a similar average age at exposure (49–
50yrs). In the study of lung cancer after breast cancer, there was some evidence of increased risk 
with increasing dose, and the ERR/ Gy was 0.2 at an average attained age of 68 years. In the 
larger study of 227 lung cancer cases after Hodgkin’s lymphoma treatment, the ERR/ Gy was 
similar in magnitude, 0.15. Maximum doses were more than 60 Gy, but there was no evidence of 
departure from a linear dose-response relationship (p>0.5). Overall the ERR/ Gy was 5–10 times 
smaller than in the LSS study with a similar age at exposure and attained age. Overall, when all 
other solid cancer sites were considered, there was no clear evidence of non-linearity in the dose-
response in the direction of a reduction in risk at high doses such as 60 Gy or higher. The 
exception was thyroid cancer, for which there was a plateau in risk in one study and a definite 
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downturn in another above 20 Gy. The ERR/ Gy was generally considerably lower after 
fractionated high-dose radiotherapy than after the acute lower-dose exposure experienced by the 
Japanese atomic bomb survivors (LSS study), in the range of 5– 10 fold lower for most second 
solid cancer sites. For most cancer sites, the relative risk at 40 Gy of developing a second solid 
cancer was typically in the region of 5–10 times higher than the risk in the patients who did not 
receive radiotherapy or those who received very low doses (136).  
A study aimed to evaluate the incidence and characteristics of RIC in patients with 
prostate cancer that undergo RT (137). In this study, 150 patients were included, of which a total 
of 117 patients underwent definitive RT for primary prostate cancer, and 33 patients underwent 
adjuvant or salvage radiotherapy after radical prostatectomy. The authors evaluated the incidence 
and previous history of multiple malignancies and the influence of these factors on survival. The 
incidence of subsequent malignancies was compared with the baseline estimated incidence, 
which was calculated using age-matched incidence data of the general population, as published 
by the National Cancer Center, Japan. They applied the incidence table ‘Cancer Incidence by 
Age and Site (2007)’ to the age of the present 150 cases. Differences in subsequent disease 
incidence in relation to the national average were analyzed using Fisher’s two-tailed exact test. In 
addition to prostate cancer, 26 patients (17 %) had multiple primary cancers, 9 had prior 
malignancies, 2 had concurrent malignant tumors, and 16 had subsequent malignant tumors, 
including one patient who had both preceding and subsequent cancers. Twenty-two patients had 
two primary malignancies, three patients had three, and one patient had four, including prostate 
cancer treated by radiotherapy. Associated non-prostate primary sites consisted of 7 colon, six 
lung, five stomach, four urinary bladder, two ureter, two lymphocyte, two skin, one plasma cell, 
one kidney, and one bile duct. The interval between preceding cancer and prostate cancer was 
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10–300 months (median, 60 months), and the lead time was 13–83 months (median, 44 months) 
after prostate cancer to the next malignancy. Of the 150 patients, 20 (13 %) died within ten years. 
The cause of death was recurrent prostate cancer in 11 patients, another primary cancer in 7 
patients, and cardiovascular disease in 2 patients. The incidence of subsequent malignancies is 
mentioned in relation to the estimated incidence of ‘Cancer Incidence by Age and Site' (2007)’. 
The observed incidence was significantly higher than the estimated incidence at four years in 
ureter cancer (P = 0.045) and malignant lymphoma (P = 0.035), and higher in urinary bladder 
cancer, although not significantly (P = 0.072) (137). This suggests the potential of radiogenic risk 
even with treatment in prostate cancer. 
A study compared the risk of RIC in children undergoing craniospinal irradiation (138) 
utilizing either photons or electrons or protons or the combination. This radiation treatment is 
delivered to patients with a risk of cancer recurrence in the craniospinal axis (brain/spine), and 
radiation is delivered to prevent that recurrence. Six pediatric patients aged 5–11 years, three 
girls, and three boys, having undergone CSI as part of the treatment of medulloblastoma, were 
selected for this study. An experienced oncologist individually delineated all structures applied in 
the analysis. For all techniques mentioned in this study, a typical field arrangement included a 
combination of two spinal fields and two oblique opposing cranial fields with the patients in a 
prone position. For patients, less than about 15 years of age, the skeleton's bone growth is still an 
ongoing event, and age-specific target volumes, including the entire vertebrae, were defined for 
the proton plans to prevent asymmetric growth due to sharp dose gradients in the vertebral body. 
A radiation dose of 23.4 Gy administered in 13 fractions was applied to the CTV, this being the 
conventional RT prescription when treating standard-risk medulloblastoma. For the proton 
treatment plans, a biologically weighted dose of 23.4 Gy was utilized. The dose-volume 
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distributions for each organ were evaluated using the following models: a linear no-threshold 
(LNT) risk, an observed response with no further increase in risk above a threshold of 4–5 Gy, 
and an organ-specific linear-exponential response. For lifetime attributable risk (LAR) estimates, 
the BEIR VII report was used. Significant variations were seen in the region beyond the distal 
end of the spinal volume, where little or almost no dose was deposited when applying protons. 
The dose to the organs at risk varied considerably depending on the treatment technique, with 
distinctively lower doses to all organs at risk for the proton techniques (attributed to the ‘Bragg 
peak’ effect mentioned above). The volumes receiving doses below 5 Gy was reduced with the 
proton techniques, and also moderately reduced in the volumes receiving doses between 5 and 20 
Gy. The highest risks were found with the linear dose-risk relationship and most patients and 
most organs, while substantially lower risks were predicted from the linear-exponential and 
plateau model. OED (organ equivalent dose) results for the proton techniques were, in general, 
significantly lower than for the photon and electron techniques (typically 4–8 times lower). 
Variations between the electron and photon treatments showed that the OEDs for the lungs from 
the electron technique was higher using all models. For the liver, colon, and thyroid; however, 
the OED for the photons was larger than the electrons. 
Nonetheless, the risk for these organs was similar for both techniques using the non-
linear models. In the lungs, the IMPT (intensity-modulated proton therapy) technique resulted in 
slightly higher doses in the range up to 10 Gy and, therefore, higher OEDs. Overall, the values of 
absolute increase in cancer risk compared favorably to proton for all patients and all organs 
included in the LAR analysis: lungs, stomach, colon, liver, thyroid, and bladder. The electron 
technique resulted in the highest risk for the lungs, which in the 8-year-old female patient, ranged 
from 2% to 36% according to the linear-exponential model and from 8% to 100% from the linear 
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model. The DS proton technique resulted in the lowest estimates for the lungs in this patient for a 
linear-exponential and linear model with corresponding risks of 0–7% and 3–40%, respectively. 
In contrast, the risk for colon RIC was lower than the LAR estimated for the lungs; with 
all patients and all models included, the LARs for the colon ranged up to 35% for the photon 
technique and up to 5% for the IMPT. The total accumulated risk with photons, including all 
organs, was about six times higher than the proton techniques by all models. For the linear- 
exponential model, the nominal accumulated risks were 25% and 22% for the photon and 
electron techniques. The corresponding values for the IMPT and DS protons (double-scattering 
protons) were 4% and 3% (138). 
To explore the long-term outcomes of female survivors of a childhood cancer treated with 
chest irradiation to understand the incidence of RIC risk for breast cancer, the role of both the 
delivered dose of radiation and the volume of exposed breast tissue in contributing to breast 
cancer risk in childhood cancer survivors was analyzed (139). The CCSS (Childhood Cancer 
Survivor Study) was used for this study. The CCSS is a retrospective cohort study with 
longitudinal follow-up of survivors of childhood cancer treated at 26 institutions in the United 
States and Canada. Eligibility for participation in the CCSS included 1. the diagnosis of cancer 
before age 21 years, 2. initial treatment between 1970 and 1986, and 3. alive at five years after 
diagnosis of leukemia, CNS tumor, Hodgkin or non-Hodgkin lymphoma, Wilms tumor, 
neuroblastoma, soft tissue sarcoma, or bone tumor. The subjects of this study were female 
participants who had received chest irradiation within five years of their childhood cancer 
diagnosis. The definition of chest irradiation included treatment with any one of the following 
fields: mantle, mediastinal, hemithorax, whole-lung irradiation (WLI), posterior 
thoracic/paravertebral, abdominal (with extension above the diaphragm), and total-body 
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irradiation (TBI). Of the CCSS participants, 1,230 patients met these criteria. The complete 
radiation treatment information for all, but seven participants was ascertained. Treatment 
information included radiation to the ovaries and chemotherapeutic exposures, including 
alkylating agent chemotherapy. Breast cancers, invasive cancers, or ductal carcinoma in situ 
were initially identified through self- or proxy reports. The diagnosis was confirmed by 
pathology reports, if available, or by other medical records. New breast cancers in deceased 
persons were ascertained through family members and the National Death Index. Only the first 
primary breast cancer diagnosis was included in the analysis. There was a high risk of breast 
cancer in women treated with RT dose >20 Gy, although 10 to 19 Gy also showed an elevated 
risk of breast cancer (SIR, 30.6; 95% CI, 18.4 to 50.9). The cumulative incidence of breast 
cancer in women who received WLI was similar to those who received mantle field irradiation 
and elevated compared with women who were treated with mediastinal field irradiation. The 
incidence rate ratios adjusted for dose were 1.8 (95%CI, 0.9 to 3.7; P=.07) for comparing WLI 
with mantle field irradiation and 3.4 (95% CI, 1.6 to 7.2; P=.001) for comparing WLI with 
mediastinal irradiation. Women treated with mediastinal irradiation had a significantly reduced 
risk of breast cancer relative to women treated with similar doses of mantle field radiation 
(incidence rate ratio adjusted for dose, 0.5; 95% CI, 0.3 to 0.9; P= .013). However, their risk was 
still significantly increased compared to the general population. Treatment with an irradiation 
field that included the ovaries decreased the risk of breast cancer. This decrease remained 
statistically significant after adjusting for the dose of chest radiation (adjusted incidence rate 
ratio, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.2 to 0.7; P = .003). In contrast, treatment with alkylating agent 
chemotherapy did not materially modify breast cancer risk (adjusted incidence rate ratio, 1.1; 
95% CI, 0.8 to 1.4; P=.75). Among women diagnosed with breast cancer after childhood cancer, 
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62 died after a breast cancer diagnosis. Thirty of these deaths were attributable to breast cancer. 
All-cause mortality at 5 and 10 years was 15% (95% CI, 11 to 22) and 32% (95% CI, 25 to 40), 
respectively; breast cancer-specific mortality was 12% (95% CI, 8 to 18) and 19% (95% CI, 13 
to 25) at 5 and 10 years, respectively. There was no difference in survival by the dose of chest 
radiation used for childhood cancer (139). 
Regarding lung cancer screening, a study sought to calculate the potential risk of 
radiation-induced lung cancer from three annual lung CT screens for asymptomatic individuals 
starting at age 30, 40, and 50 years (140). The authors then estimated the level of screening 
efficacy that would be required to outweigh these risks and also estimated the risk of radiation-
induced breast cancer. Estimates were developed for never smokers and current smokers. The 
authors used the BEIR VII committee’s risk model for radiation-induced incident lung cancer to 
calculate risks according to smoking status. The model was based on the data from the study of 
the Japanese atomic bomb survivors. The BEIR VII committee recommended that "greater 
weight be given to the excess absolute risk model (weight=0.7) than to the excess relative risk 
model (weight=0.3) because a detailed analysis of smoking and radiation in the Japanese atomic 
bomb survivors found evidence that the effects appeared to be additive rather than 
multiplicative". Lung cancer rates were estimated for never smokers using results from the 
Cancer Prevention Study II. For current smokers, the Bach lung cancer risk model was used, 
assuming 40 cigarettes per day smoking history. ‘CT-Expo software’ was used to calculate age- 
and sex-specific organ doses and effective doses based on the screening protocol used in the 
National Lung Screening Trial. The mean radiation dose to the lung from a helical low-dose lung 
CT was estimated to be 3.9 mGy (range 2.7-6.1 mGy) for females and 3.8 mGy (range 2.6-5.9 
mGy) for males, and the mean effective doses were 1.3mSv and 1.0mSv, respectively. The risk of 
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radiation-induced lung cancer remains elevated indefinitely after radiation exposure. Regarding 
lung cancer mortality, incidence-based mortality rates were estimated using the smoking and 
age-specific incidence rates for the relevant screening period multiplied by 90% (the estimated 
probability of dying from lung cancer in the absence of screening). A two-year (range 1-4 years) 
mean sojourn time (the period during which the disease is preclinical but detectable by 
screening) was assumed based on the findings from a recent study that estimated this parameter 
data from six published lung CT screening studies. Hence, the cumulative incidence-based 
mortality rate for each three year screening period was the sum of the rates for the screening ages 
plus rates for the following two years. For never smokers the excess lifetime risk of radiation-
induced lung cancer mortality from annual lung CT screening from age 30-32 was estimated to 
be 3 deaths (90% credibility interval, 2-5) / 10,000 women screened (0.03%) and 1 (0.3-2) death 
/ 10,000 men (0.01%) screened. For current smokers the risks were approximately two-fold 
higher: 5 deaths (2-12) per 10,000 women (0.05%) and 2 deaths (1-4) per 10,000 men screened 
(0.02%). Given the low baseline rates of lung cancer before 50 years of age, for annual screening 
from ages 40-42 or 50-52, the estimates were similar in magnitude to those for screening age 30-
32. The estimated cumulative risk of lung cancer mortality without screening was relatively low 
for each screening period because lung cancer incidence rates are still low at these ages, even for 
current heavy smokers. Hence, the potential number of lung cancer deaths that could be 
prevented by CT screening at these younger ages was also relatively low. The mortality reduction 
required to outweigh the radiation risks was high. For male never-smokers the estimates 
were:125% (40%-300%) age 30-32 years, 70% (30%-190%) age 40-42 years and 25% (10%-
70%) age 50-52 years, and for male current-smokers:70%(20%-120%) age 30-32 years, 
10%(3%-20%) age 40-42 years and 2%(1%-4%) age 50-52 years. These figures were 2-3 times 
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higher for females because of the higher radiation risks. The authors concluded that before age 
50, the mortality reduction from lung CT screening that is required to outweigh the radiation risk 
might be substantial, and in some cases, unattainable (i.e.,>100%) (140). 
A study was performed to estimate the risk of RIC during lung cancer treatment with 
radiation using one of the three radiation techniques, IMRT, VMAT, and TOMO, using the 
concept of OED (organ equivalent dose) for RIC (141). Investigators randomly selected five 
patients with lung cancer who were to be treated with IMRT. These patients underwent treatment 
planning CT scans of the chest to identify targets and normal healthy organs. An Eclipse (Varian 
Medical Systems) and Hi-Art (TomoTherapy, Madison, WI, USA) planning system were used to 
plan IMRT, VMAT, and TOMO for this group of patients. The age range was 56 to 71 years old, 
with an average age of 67. All patients are stage III of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) 
cases, and PTV volumes are varied from 64 to 890 cc. The targets in the five lung cancer patients 
were defined per the report of the International Commission on Radiation Units and 
Measurements (ICRU 50). A four-dimensional computed tomography image was obtained during 
the CT scan by using a Philips brilliant big bore CT with Varian real-time patient monitoring 
system (RPMS). Each patient received a total dose of 50–63 Gy, using different fractionation 
schemes, to the iso-center. All treatment plans used 4-9 beams for IMRT, single or double arcs 
for VMAT, and a helical beam for TOMO. A radio-photoluminescence glass dosimeter (RPLGD) 
is newly introduced as a substitution of the thermoluminescence dosimeter (TLD), which was 
commonly used for in-vivo measurement. In this study, the authors used commercially available 
RPLGD. An RPLGD measured the absorbed dose by detecting the orange light (500 ~ 700 nm) 
from the dosimeter when 365 nm of mono-energetic light was exposed to the irradiated 
dosimeter. In all treatments, a photon of 6 MV energy (Clinac 21iX; Varian Medical Systems, 
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USA) was used for IMRT and VMAT. Secondary radiation was assessed by measuring the 
ionization of the photon beam as a function of distance from the iso-center because the 
contribution of the secondary neutron dose is negligible in 6MV photon beams. These 
measurements were performed using two RPLGDs set at various distances from the beam iso-
center on a solid phantom at SAD 100 cm. From statistical data on Japanese atomic bomb 
survivors and medically exposed patients, the “Excess Absolute Risk” (EAR) index per 10,000 
persons per year from Schneider et al. was used to estimate the RIC. The average % scattered 
dose for prescription dose for five patients at 20, 35, 50, 65 and 80 cm from the isocenter was 
1.04±0.56, 0.30±0.20, 0.21±0.18, 0.09±0.06 and 0.06±0.04% for IMRT, 0.80±0.36, 0.25±0.11, 
0.11±0.04, 0.06±0.02 and 0.04±0.01% for VMAT, 0.34±0.10, 0.18±0.04, 0.11±0.03, 0.09±0.02 
and 0.07±0.02% for TOMO. The scattered secondary dose is decreased as the distance from the 
in-field region is increased. Also, the scattered secondary dose depends on the modality. TOMO 
(VMAT) has about 30% (80%) of scattered secondary dose comparing to a scattered secondary 
dose of IMRT at a 20 cm distance from the iso-center. 
Moreover, the secondary scattered dose decreases as the distance from the iso-center 
increases resulting from the fact that the secondary scattered dose at 80 cm distance from the iso-
center is about 20 times lower than the dose measurement at 20 cm for IMRT and VMAT. 
TOMO has a relatively low secondary dose around the target area, although the monitor unit of 
TOMO treatment cases is higher and close to the values of IMRT and VMAT. As predicted from 
the measurements of the secondary scattered dose, TOMO has a relatively low OED for most of 
the organs compared to the other modalities, and this OED difference from modality decreases 
when the position of the organ gets further away from the field edge. The authors concluded that 
OED based estimation suggests that the secondary cancer risk from TOMO is less than or 
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comparable to the risks from conventional IMRT and VMAT (141). This study differs from my 
study in various aspects: My study evaluated radiation exposure from imaging before and after 
SBRT, and we excluded actual SBRT dose. Also, the patients in this study are performed in stage 
III cancer versus my study, which was performed in early-stage lung cancer since SBRT is an 
option for early-stage disease. This study compared IMRT versus VMAT versus Tomotherapy, 
planning techniques to treat lung cancer versus my study that used only SBRT.   
A modeling study (142) estimated the RIC with image guidance for radiation therapy for 
cancers. All the cancer patients treated with radiotherapy at a New England hospital from 
September 1, 2009, to April 30, 2014, were reviewed. Patients treated without any image-
guidance or computed tomography (CT) scans and patients treated with total body irradiation or 
with large blocks protecting the brain, lungs or RBM, were excluded from this study. A total of 
4,832 patients whose brain, lungs, or RBM were irradiated by at least one of the three image-
guidance modalities kV-CBCT (kilo-voltage cone-beam CT), kVPI (kilo-voltage portal imager), 
and MVPI (mega-voltage portal imager) were included. An ‘EGSnrc/BEAMnrc code’ was used 
to simulate the photon beams emanated from the X-ray sources of CT, kVPI, MVPI, and 
kVCBCT systems, respectively. MCSIM, an EGS4/BEAM user code, was used to calculate the 
3D dose distributions in patient anatomy with multiple source models as beam input for each 
imaging procedure. To convert Monte Carlo simulations into the absolute dose, the absorbed 
dose was first measured at the iso-center of an acrylic ball phantom of 5 cm in diameter with a 
calibrated EXRADIN A12 ionization chamber for the specific scan protocol. Using the 
standardized empirical functions, mean organ doses of 4,832 patients from 142,824 imaging 
procedures were estimated and summed up. The lifetime attributable risk (LAR) of cancer 
incidence was based on BEIR VII models was calculated to quantify the probability of cancer 
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incidence with the cumulative imaging doses in IGRT. Overall, from 2009-2013, there was a 
steady rise in the number of new patients and imaging procedures each year, followed by a 
decline in 2014. Compared to the prior year, the total number of imaging procedures increased 
by 52.1%, 26.6%, 14.7%, and 6.8%, respectively, from 2010 - 2013. The decline of imaging 
procedures in 2014 was primarily due to the decrease of new patients treated in the first months 
of 2014. KVCBCT, MVPI, and kVPI accounted for 14.1%, 24.1, and 58.1% of all the 142,824 
imaging procedures performed on 4,832 patients. The average CT, kVCBCT, MVPI, and kVPI 
scans per patient were 1.1, 4.2, 7.1, and 17.2, respectively. For both males and females, the 
averaged LAR of incidence for brain and lung cancers decreased with age. However, the LAR of 
leukemia incidence showed a regular decrease in young groups, followed by a “hump” in senior 
groups. The hump peaked around 65 years old for males mainly due to the more frequent 
kVCBCT scans in prostate IGRT, whereas it peaks around 45 years old for females due to the 
increased IGRT in RT of pelvic lesions. Regardless of age, a significant difference was observed 
for the LAR of both RIC lung cancer and leukemia incidence between the males and females (p 
< 0.001) but was not present in the LAR of brain cancer incidence (P = 0.063). The associated 
mean (range) LAR of cancer incidence/100,000 persons was 78 (0–2798), 271 (1–8948), and 510 
(0–4487) for brain cancer, lung cancer, and leukemia, respectively (142). 
A study determined the characteristics and risk factors in Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) 
survivors (143) who developed lung cancer (LC) by performing a comparison between them to 
the ones who were diagnosed with other second primary neoplasms. Investigators retrospectively 
analyzed 604 patients treated for HL between 1967 and 2012. Radiotherapy (RT) treatment was 
applied in most patients with involved-field RT. Patients were followed-up with clinical control 
and image evaluation three times per year in the first two years after finishing HL treatment, 
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twice per year until they had completed five years, once per year until ten and, finally, once 
every two years when surpassing ten years after the end of treatment. Every diagnosis of new 
hematological tumors, including non-Hodgkin lymphoma or leukemia or primary solid tumors, 
such as breast cancer, sarcoma, digestive tract tumors (esophageal, gastric or colorectal cancer), 
thyroid cancer, gynecological cancer (cervical or endometrial), lung cancer or mesothelioma and 
others was included as a second neoplasm. In the lung cancer group, malignant mesothelioma 
was considered as a serous lung membrane tumor, and none of the patients diagnosed had any 
known exposure to asbestos (a risk factor for mesothelioma). When RIC was diagnosed, RT dose 
and fields applied as part of HL treatment were analyzed to determine whether the new primary 
tumor had appeared in a previously irradiated region. Of 604 patients, 558 were finally included 
in the analysis. In all, 90 (14.9 %) were found to have developed second neoplasms, 27 (30.0 %) 
lung cancer (2 of them mesothelioma), and 63 (70.0 %) other types of tumors. The latter included 
13 (14.4 %) leukemia, 10 (11.1 %) non-Hodgkin lymphoma, 10 (11.1 %) breast cancer, 10 
(11.1 %) sarcoma, 5 (5.5 %) digestive tract tumors, 5 (5.5 %) thyroid cancer, 3 (3.3 %) 
gynecological cancer and 7 (7.7 %) other tumors. Five (5.5 %) patients developed a third primary 
tumor. The remaining 468 patients diagnosed with HL did not develop second cancer. No 
differences were found between groups concerning HL histology subtypes. In the analysis of HL 
stage at diagnosis in lung cancer, other second neoplasms (SN) and non-second neoplasms 
group, 7 (25.9 %), 32 (50.8 %), and 166 (35.5 %) patients, respectively, were found to have 
advanced stages (III or IV) with statistically significant differences between the groups with 
second tumors (P = 0.024). The RT fields applied (supra- or infra-diaphragmatic), total nodal 
irradiation, or other extended fields such as mantle and lumbo-aortic fields, IFRT) also had a 
similar distribution in the chosen sample, whether they were applied alone or combined with 
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combined modality treatment (P = 0.22). The majority of the IFRT treatments were mediastinal 
involved RT and were included in the supradiaphragmatic field group, but most (n = 20) were in 
the non-solid neoplasm group. Statistically significant differences were found in mean RT doses 
with 43.6 Gy (standard deviation [SD] 13.3) in lung cancer, 39.7 Gy (SD 16.7) in other SN, and 
37.3 Gy (SD 6.0) in the non-SN group (P = 0.002) with an increased risk of lung cancer and 
other SN being found with doses higher than 42 Gy. The relative risk associated with RT in 
patients who developed leukemia, solid tumors or both was 4.1 (95 % CI 0.8–20.1 P = 0.08), 3.1 
(95 % CI 1.6–6.1 p\0.001) and 2.8 (95 % CI 1.5–5.1 P = 0.001), respectively. Most solid tumors 
in both SN groups occurred in previously irradiated fields, with 81.8 % in lung cancer and 
88.5 % in other SN (P = 0.78). A median time elapsed until the diagnosis of SN of 16.5 and 11.0 
years, respectively (P = 0.04). Male predominance was found in the lung cancer group; however, 
no difference was found when comparing the SN versus non-SN groups. Cigarette smoking was 
associated with lung cancer in 84.6 % of the patients, and to other SN is 48.9 %. Overall, 90 % 
of lung cancer group patients died due to the second primary tumor, and 92 % in the other SN 
group (143). 
In a Danish study (144), the authors evaluated the occurrence of second primary solid 
non-breast cancer among Danish women treated for early breast cancer with postoperative 
radiotherapy using modern standards in radiation. The incidence of RIC among women treated 
with radiotherapy was compared to both the general Danish female population and to those who 
were non-irradiated. Data were supplied by the Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group 
(DBCG), which has been established in 1977 to ensure uniform national diagnostic and 
therapeutic breast cancer guidelines. Since then, women in Denmark diagnosed with primary, 
unilateral loco-regional breast cancer is included in a nationwide clinical database under the 
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DBCG containing information regarding tumor characteristics and patient follow-up. Treatment 
interventions, including surgery, systemic treatment, and RT, are recorded for patients treated 
according to DBCG guidelines. To attain risk estimates for RIC reflecting RT practice at the 
time, investigators excluded 132 women treated with orthovoltage X-rays. All irradiated women 
were treated on linear accelerators. The final cohort included 46,176 women. The cohort was 
divided into two groups according to whether the patients had been prescribed postoperative 
radiotherapy or not. The majority of patients allocated to post-mastectomy RT were treated with 
a combined 3-field anterior electron/photon technique consisting of an electron field to the chest 
wall ± the internal mammary chain combined with photon fields against the lateral chest and 
supraclavicular fossa. The median absorbed dose in the target volume was 48–50 Gy, given in 
24–25 fractions over five weeks. All patients treated with breast-conserving surgery (BCS) 
received postoperative radiotherapy to the residual breast. The majority of these patients were 
treated with tangential photon fields of the conserved breast combined with a boost to the tumor 
bed, primarily with electrons. The median absorbed dose in the target volume was 48–50 Gy, 
given in 24–25 fractions over 4.5—5 weeks, followed by a boost to the tumor bed of 10– 24 Gy 
over 5–12 fractions. The second primary cancers were identified by linking the cohort to the 
national Danish Cancer Registry. Since 1943, all incident cases of cancer in Denmark have been 
reported to the Registry on notification forms from all clinical departments and departments of 
pathology and forensic medicine, supplemented with death certificates. Tumors diagnosed since 
1978 have been classified according to the International Classification of Disease, 10th revision 
(ICD-10), and the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, third edition (ICD-O-3). 
All types of second solid cancers except non-melanoma skin, ill-defined- and second-breast-
cancers were included as an outcome. The second cancers were classified into two subgroups: (1) 
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sites potentially associated with radiation exposure (RT associated); and (2) sites not associated 
with radiation exposure (non-RT-associated). This grouping of cancer sites was based on 
considerations of how close the anatomical relation was to the treatment field and on a review of 
the literature. The attributable risk associated with radiotherapy was estimated by dividing the 
number of excess cancers by the total number of cancer cases. The excess absolute risk (EAR) 
related to radiotherapy was calculated as the number of excess cancers associated with 
radiotherapy divided by the person-years at risk and then multiplied by 10,000. The study cohort 
included a total of 46,176 patients. Overall, 51% of the women received postoperative 
radiotherapy, while 49% did not. Irradiated women were younger at breast cancer diagnosis and 
more frequently treated with chemotherapy and hormone therapy than non-RT women. A total of 
2358 second primary cancers developed during the follow-up period. Among the irradiated 
women, 928-second primary cancers develop, whereas 784 cancers were expected (standardized 
incidence ratio [SIR] 1.18; 95% CI 1.11–1.26). One thousand four hundred thirty-second primary 
cancers were observed among the non-irradiated women, whereas 1350 cancers were expected 
(SIR 1.06; 95% CI 1.01–1.12). The adjusted HR for all second primary was 1.10 (95% CI 1.01–
1.21, P = 0.03). For second cancer classified as RT-associated, a significantly elevated SIR was 
found among irradiated women based on 226-second cancers (SIR 1.18, 95% CI 1.03–1.35), 
while the SIR among the non-irradiated women was close to 1, based on 328-second cancers 
(SIR 1.02; 95% CI 0.91–1.14). The adjusted HR for the RT associated sites was 1.34 (95% CI 
1.11–1.61, P = 0.002). For the cancer sites classified as non-RT-associated, SIRs were increased 
among both radiotherapy-treated (SIR 1.19; 95% CI 1.10–1.28) and non-treated patients (SIR 
1.07; 95% CI 1.01–1.14), but there was no excess risk associated with radiotherapy HR 1.04 
(95% CI 0.94–1.16). Radiotherapy-treated women had significantly elevated SIRs for ovarian 
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and uterus cancer, but when comparing irradiated women with non-irradiated, there was no 
increased risk associated with RT for both ovarian (HR 1.11; 95% CI 0.82–1.51) and Uterus 
cancer (HR 0.93; 95% CI 0.71–1.23). A significantly increased incidence of CNS cancer was 
observed among irradiated women compared with both the general female population and with 
non-irradiated women. In both cases, though, the risk was only significantly increased 1–4 years 
after treatment (SIR 1.58; 95% CI 1.13–2.16) and (HR 2.51; 95% CI 1.39–4.56). The addition of 
chemotherapy and radiation gave a higher HR than that seen for ’RT only,’ but these HRs were 
not significantly different (P = 0.40). For the RT-associated sites, the risk increased with time 
since treatment and was significantly greater than one for the periods 10–14 (HR 1.55; 95% CI 
1.08–2.24) and 15 or more years after treatment (HR 1.79; 95% CI 1.14–2.81). Lung cancer 
contributed 86% of the second cancers in this category. The risk of non-lung cancer was 
significantly increased for the time 10–14 years after treatment (HR 2.74; 95% CI 1.05–7.15). 
Among the irradiated women, the attributable risk related to radiotherapy was 9% for all second 
solid cancers, and the corresponding excess absolute risk was 6 cases per 10,000 person-years. 
For the RT-associated sites, the attributable risk related to radiotherapy was 25%, and the 
corresponding excess absolute risk was 4 cases per 10,000 person-years (144). 
To compare the risk of RIC using neutrons versus photons (145), a cohort study was done 
in a group of patients treated with hypofractionated preoperative ionizing radiation therapy and 
using neutron brachytherapy using Californium-252 (252-Cf) sources for breast cancer in 
comparison with patients treated with conventional ionizing radiation therapy. Between 1987 and 
1996, 991 female patients with operable breast cancer were treated. All patients underwent 
surgical resection (either radical mastectomy or breast-conserving), received adjuvant systemic 
and radiation therapies (either conventional or combined hypo-fractionated external and internal 
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radiotherapy) at the Institute of Oncology, Vilnius University during the period January 1987 - 
1996. The schedule of radiotherapy was divided into two groups. Of the 832, 621 patients 
(74.6%) received 2.0 Gy daily fractions for 25 fractions to a total dose of 50 Gy to the treated 
breast and was designated the conventional (CRT) group. A cohort of 211 patients underwent 
preoperative hypofractionated external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) (7 Gy twice or 4–5 fractions 
by 5 Gy), postoperative EBRT (10–14 Gy, 2 Gy/fraction), and brachytherapy by 252-Cf. Neutron 
sources were indicated for patients with inner and central breast-located tumors after surgery. 
The follow-up time (person-years at risk) for second cancers for each individual began one year 
after the date of initial cancer diagnosis and ended at the date of diagnosis of any second cancer, 
last known vital status, death, or the end of the study, whichever occurred first. Follow-up for 
second malignancies was mainly conducted through direct contact with the patients at regular 
visits at out-patient clinics. For this study, data were collected retrospectively. The information 
on second malignancies was collected from the Cancer Registry of the Institute of Oncology, 
Vilnius University, by record linkage. The Cancer Registry of the Institute of Oncology, Vilnius 
University, has kept information on the date of diagnosis, histology, stage, and death for all 
patients in Lithuania since 1978. The occurrence of any subsequent RIC cancer was ascertained 
by pathology, reports, hospital or physician records, or death certificates. Pathology reports 
confirmed 82.5% of second breast cancer cases. The median time interval between the initial 
diagnosis and the second primary cancer was 7.4 years (range, 3–24 years). The most common 
types of second non-breast cancer malignancies were gynecological malignancies (39 cases, 
25.2%) and gastrointestinal cancers (24 cases, 15.9%). The total numbers of second primary 
cancers were 112 in CRT patients and 38 in hypofractionated patients. Sporadic mediastinum 
cancer occurred among patients who received hypofractionated radiotherapy with HDR-
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brachytherapy for internal lymph nodes using 252-Cf sources. One case of mediastinal 
lymphoma occurred for a CRT-treated patient > 20 years after radiotherapy. The age-adjusted 
incidence rate for second breast malignancies was 6 per 1000 person-years, and 15 cases per 
1000 person-years of other primary cancer malignancies. A higher than expected second primary 
cancer was observed in all patients given combined therapy compared with the general female 
population (SIR 1.3, 95% CI 1.1– 1.5). The observed number of second RIC primary cancers 
was also higher than expected for lung (SIR 3.8, 95% CI 2.0–6.7) and stomach cancer (SIR 2.0, 
95% CI 1.0–3.4). There was a significantly elevated risk of second primary breast cancer (SIR 
2.1, 95% CI 1.4–2.9) in the first nine years after diagnosis. The SIR of lung cancer was 4.7 in the 
first nine years after diagnosis and 3.4 for ≥ten years after diagnosis. There was a significant 
increase in the risk of second primary cancers compared with the general population (SIR 1.3, 
95% CI 1.1–1.5). For second breast cancer, no raised relative risk was observed during the 
period ≥ten or more years after radiotherapy. Compared with the CRT group, hypofractionated 
RT patients had a not statistically significant higher risk of breast cancer. Increased relative risks 
were explicitly observed for age at initial diagnosis of <50 years (HR 2.9, 95% CI 1.6–5.2) and 
for obesity (HR 2.8, 95% CI 1.1–7.2) (145).  
    An interesting study (146) was done to quantify RIC risks to the lung and the breast in 
female patients, for early-stage NCSLC patients who receive definitive SBRT, and to compare 
radiation-induced secondary cancer risks with different SBRT delivery techniques. The authors 
retrospectively selected ten patients with early-stage NSCLC, five men and five women, who 
previously received definitive SBRT treatment at their institution. Before treatment planning, 
each patient received computed tomography (CT) scans in the thoracic region with a 3 mm slice 
thickness in the helical mode. Three CT scans were performed for each patient while the patient 
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was in shallow free-breathing and at the end of the inspiration and expiration phases, 
respectively. In a treatment planning system (Eclipse 8.2, Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo 
Alto, CA), the 3 CT image sets were registered rigidly. The contours of critical organs, including 
the lungs, heart, spinal cord, and esophagus, were drawn on the free-breathing CT images. They 
generated the five treatment plans for each patient using two 3D-CRT techniques and three arc-
based IMRT techniques. 
At low-dose levels, estimation of the excess absolute risk (EAR) for the incidence of the 
solid tumor was generally performed, assuming a linear relationship between the cancer 
incidence rate and irradiated dose. At higher dose levels, the carcinogenetic effect is expected to 
be suppressed because of cell sterilization. With each OED model, the average EAR increases 
with the prescribed dose, whereas the slopes of the curves gradually decrease with dose with 
both the plateau and linear-exponential models. Including all the delivery techniques, with the 
prescription dose range from 30-70 Gy, the average EAR ranged from 11.6 to 18.7, from 10.4 to 
17.0, and from 17.3 to 41.8 (unit: cancer incidence/10,000 patients/ year) with the linear-
exponential, plateau, and linear models, respectively. For a given dose level and given delivery 
technique, the linear model gave significantly higher EAR estimates than the other models, 
whereas the plateau model gave significantly lower EAR estimates (2-tailed P-value for paired t-
tests b .05). With each of the 3 OED models, the VMAT-2 technique showed the lowest average 
EAR values. However, the difference in EAR was not statistically significant for a given 
prescription dose level in the range of 30 to 70 Gy. The 3D-CRT plans showed significantly 
lower monitor units (MU) than the rotational intensity-modulated radiation therapy plans. Using 
a linear exponential model, at a prescription dose of 50 Gy, the average RIC lung EAR 
estimation ranged from 15.7 ± 5.3 -16.0 ± 6.5 per 10,000 patients per year with the five delivery 
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techniques. The average EAR estimation for the breast RIC ranged from 18.0 ± 14.0 to 21.0 ± 
15.0 / 10,000 patients per year. The secondary cancer risk increased approximately linearly with 
the mean organ dose. The 3D-CRT plans showed significantly higher secondary cancer risk for 
the ipsilateral lung and lower risk for the contralateral lung than the hypofractionated and VMAT 
plans (146). Similar to my study, this study (146) evaluated patients that received SBRT for lung 
cancer. However, this study evaluated and compared RIC between 3D-CRT versus IMRT/VMAT 
plans, while my study evaluated RIC from scans the precede and follow SBRT treatments. My 
study did not calculate the scatter from the SBRT treatment itself.  
Regarding the mechanism of tumor progression and invasion with low dose RT, the A549 
cell model of human adenocarcinoma was exposed to 0, 2, 4 and 6 Gy of RT and cultured for 24-
48 hours (147). Wound healing and Transwell assays were performed to detect invasion and 
CXCL1, and p65 expression was blocked using a lentiviral vector. Exposure to 6 Gy resulted in 
apoptosis, while RT to 4 Gy resulted in upregulation of CXCL1 and NF-kB signaling pathway, 
thereby promoting invasion and migration (147). Additional studies have proposed the 
mechanism of radiation-induced tumorigenesis, including alteration in cytogenetics, gene 
expression, DNA repair, and genomic instability (148-152). Table 5 lists select studies of 
radiation-induced cancers from medical imaging. 
Conclusion: Most of the studies discussed as a part of literature search in the last decade 
have been done in patients undergoing diagnostic radiology exams, exposure to low dose 
radiation exposure, modeling studies, or radiation exposure as a part of radiation treatment for 
cancers. As we see above, the risk of RIC is generally low, although the risk escalates in 
pediatric groups. None of the studies shed light on the extent of RIC from all the imaging 
performed before and following lung SBRT for lung cancer. If patients develop lung cancer, how 
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much radiation is ‘too much’ when used to diagnose lung cancer, imaging to treat lung cancer 
using SBRT, and then imaging during follow-up after lung cancer treatment. I present the 
innovation in the project that I propose and specific questions that need to be answered.  
Innovation 
Over the last decade, there has been a trend towards increased utilization of imaging both 
as a diagnostic and staging modality and to perform CT-guided biopsies and in follow-up after 
the patient completes treatment (153). Until the 1990s, RT delivery utilized fluoroscopic films 
for simulation and only a few portal images at the beginning of selected treatment fractions. This 
protocol has changed dramatically over the last decades. The development of 3D-conformal 
therapy, Intensity-modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT), and frameless stereotactic radiosurgery has 
resulted in the need for Image-Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT). IGRT involves multiple 
imaging procedures for planning, simulation, setup, and intra and inter-fraction monitoring (154). 
IGRT has resulted in more conformal RT delivery and better outcomes (155). Finally, after RT 
treatment completion, regular and frequent imaging is recommended for response evaluation and 
post RT complications. Since the patients receiving this RT exposure are cancer patients, there is 
little effort to limit imaging for RIC risk-reduction since these patients already have ‘cancer.' 
There is some truth to that because RIC latency is assumed to be decades. However, the survival 
in lung cancer patients has improved (156,157), and the risk of RIC in this cohort of patients is 
real and needs to be measured.   
In this study, I propose to quantitate the imaging utilized in lung cancer patients for their 




My study is novel because it considers all ionizing radiation exposure in early-stage lung 
cancer patients done for cancer diagnosis, SBRT treatment, and up to 1 year of follow-up after 
completion of SBRT. This study considers the ionizing radiation exposure resulting from IGRT 
(e.g., cone-beam CT scans) commonly used in contemporary RT management. There have been 
many reports measuring radiation exposure and cancer risk diagnostic imaging in non-oncologic 
settings (158-162). However, there is no published study to date that measures the total ionizing 
radiation exposure in lung cancer patients from diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up. Also, this 
study calculates the total RIC risk from imaging during SBRT treatment such as CBCT, 
simulation scans, and in addition to the pre-and-post-SBRT imaging. This study then calculates 
the survival at six months, one year, three years, and five years after treatment. This estimates the 
risk of RIC (latency 10-15 years) versus the actual survival in the cohort and whether the RIC 
risk is clinically significant. Such a study has not been published previously.    
Specific Aims  
The specific aims of the study are as follows:  
Aim. 1). To quantify the total radiation exposure of patients undergoing SBRT for lung 
cancer from initial diagnosis to 1 year after completion of curative treatment. I hypothesize that 
patients have a significant radiation exposure in the year before initial diagnosis, during 
radiation treatment, and following RT up to 1 year after RT completion. 
Aim. 2). To assess the increase in RIC risk resulting from this exposure. I hypothesize 
that there is a significant increase risk of RIC in these patients compared to baseline.  
Methods 
Institutional review board (IRB) approval was obtained before data collection. 
Consecutively treated patients with early-stage NSCLC treated from 2013-2018 were selected 
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for data collection. Eligibility included: Patients with non-small cell lung cancer or small cell 
lung cancer, patients with localized disease that were candidates for curative stereotactic body 
radiation therapy, a minimum follow-up of 1 year after completion of radiation, availability of 
records about work-up and follow-up at least one year before SBRT or 1-year post-treatment, 
radiation treatment records including information about image-guidance during SBRT. Data 
collected included the number of scans that utilize ionizing radiation (CT, CXR, PET-CT, 
exacttrac, cone-beam CT, bone scan, VQ scan (ventilation quotient scan). Also, demographic 
variables that were collected included age, sex, age of first treatment, Karnowski Performance 
Status (KPS), age at exposure to diagnostic scans, the dose of therapeutic RT (SBRT dose). The 
KPS describes a patient’s functional status as a comprehensive 11-point scale correlating to 
percentage values ranging from 100% (no evidence of disease, no symptoms) to 0% (death) 
(163). Outcomes data collected included mortality at six months, one year, three years, and five 
years after completion of radiation.  
Once the total number of scans and types of ionizing imaging (excluded MRIs) were 
obtained, the total effective dose from each scan was calculated based on institutional standards.  
To get a comparative estimate of radiation exposure in patients receiving radiation for 
breast and prostate cancer, a sample of 10 each of consecutively treated early-stage prostate and 
breast cancer patients were also analyzed and excess lifetime risk (ELR) calculated. Breast 
cancer patients are at risk of radiation-induced lung cancer, other breast cancer, skin cancer, 
among other possible RICs. Prostate cancer patients are at risk of radiation-induced second 
prostate cancer, rectal, or another pelvic malignancy. This RIC risk was calculated for radiation-
induced lung cancer in the breast cancer cohort and radiation-induced prostate cancer in the 
prostate cancer cohort.  
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Table 4: Effective doses for each scan  
Imaging (ref) mSv mrem 
CXR - AP 0.02 2 
CXR - LAT 0.04 4 
CT CHEST 8 800 
CT-pelvis 10 1000 







Bone density 0.001 0.1 
CBCT  2 
 






node for breast 
nodal sampling (63) 
0.12 12 
 
For each patient, the total effective dose (mSv) was calculated by the sum of all effective 
doses for all scans (1 year before SBRT to 1-year post-SBRT). After calculating the total 
effective dose, the summed dose was used to calculate the RIC using the RadRat tool. The 
RadRat online tool (https://irep.nci.nih.gov/radrat) requires the full exposure (in mGy or mSv), 
whether the exposure was acute or chronic, the organ of exposure, the gender of the subject, and 
the year in which the exposure happened. The report that is generated after this information is 
entered includes excess lifetime risk (risk from the time of exposure to the end of expected 
lifetime, calculated as chance in 100,000), excess future risk, baseline future risk, and total future 
risk (calculated as chance in 100,000, defined as risk from the year of data entry to end of 
expected lifetime).  
In clinical oncology, patients presenting with lung cancer face a life-threatening illness; 
curing their cancer patients is the top priority. However, given the improving survival in early-
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stage lung cancer patients, RIC becomes a relatively significant variable that needs to be 
addressed. Given the high frequency of imaging used in lung cancer patients, a potential source 
of RIC, we determined that a 1% increase in the baseline risk of radiation-induced lung cancer 
will be considered a significant increase.  Also, we will evaluate survival data in the patients 
selected for this study. The imaging ordered is as per institutional standards.  
Statistical Analysis: Descriptive data measurements will include percentage, percentiles, 
central tendency such as mean median and mode, and standard deviation. Normality will be 
assumed. Data will be expressed as a frequency for the nominal variables and the mean ± 
standard deviation (SD) for the continuous variables.  
Power Calculation: Sample size justification: The lifetime risk of developing lung cancer 
for males is 6.85%, and for females, it is 5.95%. We will consider an increase in the risk of 1% as 
significant. Conservatively assuming a 0.2 correlation between lifetime risk and radiation 
exposure, with a two-tailed test and alpha=0.05, this study will achieve 80% power to detect a 
slope of 1% with a sample size of 191 patients.  Since approximately 200-300 patients are 
eligible from our institution, this study should be > 80% powered to detect this increase in risk. 
PASS 16 (164) was used for calculations. 
Results  
One hundred and ninety-six consecutively treated early-stage lung cancer patients, with 
adequate follow-up and documentation, were selected for the study.   There were 87 males 
(44.4%) and 109 females (55.6%). Race distributions are as follows; 72 Hispanic (36.7%), 33 
Whites (16.8%), 29 Asian (14.7%) and 20 blacks (10.2%). The race of 42 patients (21.4%) was 









Histologic distributions of the lung tumors were 58 adenocarcinomas (29.5%), 21 
squamous cell carcinomas (10.7%), 16 labeled as non-small cell lung cancer (8.1%), and 101 
where histology was not specified (51.5%). Although all patients were treated with SBRT, a 
curative treatment used commonly for early-stage lung cancer, the distribution of stages were as 
follows; 149 stage I (76%), 3 stage II (1.5%), 12 stage III (6.1%), 13 stage IV (6.6%) and 19 























 The median age of patients was 77y (Range: 53-93y), median KPS was 70 (range: 50-
90), median weight was 161.9 lbs. (Range: 66-305.5lbs).  
For SBRT delivery, the median dose was 50 Gy (Range 10-60 Gy), the median dose per 
fraction was 10 Gy/fraction (Range: 4.5-20 Gy/f). The median number of RT fractions was 5 
(Range: 1-6).  
Median number of Pre-SBRT CXRs (PA/lateral) was 2 (Range: 1-22), with the median 
effective radiation exposure dose of 0.12mSv (Range: 0.06-1.32mSv). The median number of 
pre-SBRT CT scans was 2 (Range: 1-6) with the median effective exposure dose of 16mSv 
(Range 8-48mSv). The median number of pre-SBRT PET-CT scans was 1 (Range: 1-4) with an 
effective exposure dose of 14 mSv (Range: 14-56 mSv). The median number of Bone Scans or 
VQ scans pre-SBRT was 1 (Range: 1-2) with a median effective dose of 2mSv (Range: 2-4.2 
mSv).  
Planning for SBRT required one simulation CT scan with an effective exposure dose of 
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effective exposure of 10mSv (Range: 2-20mSv). The median number of pre-SBRT delivery 
exactrac was 5 (Range: 2-14), and median exposure with this imaging was 5mSv (Range: 2-
14mSv).  
Median post-SBRT CXRs was 2 (Range: 1-16) with a median exposure dose of .12mSv 
(Range: 0.06-0.96mSv). The median number of post-SBRT CT scans was 2 (Range: 1-6), 
resulting in median effective exposure of 16mSv (Range: 8-48mSv). The median number of 
post-SBRT PET-CT scans was 1 (Range: 1-4) with a median effective exposure of 14mSv 
(Range: 14-56mSv).  
The median effective exposure dose from all scans was 72mSv (Range: 24-140.36mSv).  
Using the RadRat calculator, excess lifetime risk (ELR) of developing lung cancer (a 
chance in 100,000) with a 90% uncertainty range was calculated. The median of ELR mean was 
57.15 (Range: 1.91-409) with a median of ELR upper bound of 97.9 (Range: 4.93-809) and 
median of ELR lower bound was 24.4 (Range: 0.174-219). The Excess Future risk (EFR), the 
risk from 2019 to end of the expected lifetime of developing cancer (a chance in 100,000), 
showed a median of EFR mean of 73.75 (Range: 8.45-416), with a median of EFR upper bound 
of 125.5 (Range: 21.3-823) and median of EFR lower bound of 29.65 (Range: 1.13-223). The 
Baseline Future risk (BFR) of developing cancer (a chance in 100,000), the risk from 2019 to 
end of expected lifetime showed a median of BFR mean of  2701 (Range: 745-8199), the median 
of BFR upper bound of 2747 (Range: 757-8295) and median of BFR lower bound of 2656 
(Range: 733-8104). The total future risk (TFR, a sum of baseline and excess risk) of developing 
cancer from 2019 to the end of the expected lifetime was calculated (a chance in 100,000). The 
Median of TFR mean was 2732.5 (Range: 808-8290), the median of TFR upper bound was 
2785.5 (Range: 856-8400), and the median of TFR lower bound was 2679.5 (Range: 761-8183). 
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Regarding survival outcomes in these patients (Figures 8-11), we calculated survival at 
six months, one year, three years, and five years. At six months, survival data on 152/196 
patients were available, and survival was 94.7% (144/152).  At one year, of the 119 patients with 
survival data, 79% (94/119) were alive.  At three years, 83 patients with survival data were 
available; survival was 32.5% (27/83). At five years, most patients were either lost to follow up 
or had not reached the five year follow-up time, and survival data on 77 patients were available. 




















Comparison estimates of ELR in prostate and breast cancer patients. 
Patients with prostate cancer (biopsy-proven) were staged using MRI and PSA. Of the ten 
patients, 2 received a bone scan as a staging procedure, and one patient received a CT scan of the 
abdomen and pelvis before SBRT. All patients received 5 SBRT treatments to a total dose of 42.5 
Gy, except one who received a total of 35 Gy. The median total effective radiation dose from all 
pre-SBRT and post-SBRT scans was 20mSv (Range: 20-30mSv). The median of mean ELR for 
the development of RIC prostate cancer was 4.24 (per 100,000). 
Patients treated with radiation for early-stage breast cancer were staged using a median of 
2 mammograms before radiation and one mammogram after completing radiation. Eight of 10 
patients had a sentinel nodal biopsy using Technetium scan, 4/10 patients received a CXR. All 
patients received a CT simulation, and 5/10 patients received a bone scan after completion of 
radiation. Each patient received a dose of 42.4 Gy in 16 fractions. The median total effective 
radiation dose from all pre-RT and post-RT scans was 16.56mSv (Range: 10.52-31.48mSv). The 
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median of mean ELR for the development of radiation-induced lung cancer was 35.95 (per 
100,000).  
Discussion 
The median of ELR mean was 57.15 (Range: 1.91-409 /100,000), which brings the 
median risk of 0.05%. This is significantly less than the 1% risk that was hypothesized to be 
clinically meaningful. The upper range of this ELR mean is 409. The risk in that situation will be 
0.4%. Based on the assumptions and uncertainties in the study, it appears that the risk of RIC 
from non-therapeutic imaging immediately before and after SBRT for lung cancer is small. Also, 
the risk of mortality in this group of patients is high, and imaging used for SBRT management 
will likely result in enhanced management and benefits outweigh the risk. Although survival in 
early-stage lung cancer has improved in recent years, survival is still poor compared to other 
slower going cancers such as breast cancer and prostate cancer. In this cohort of subjects, patient 
survival data showed a 5-year survival of 11.6%. Since RIC latency for solid cancers is generally 
ten years or more, the risk of RIC is clinically not significant, given poor survival and long 
latency.  
To further evaluate these findings, RIC risk in early-stage breast and prostate cancer 
patients from imaging radiation exposure was also estimated. The median of mean ELR for 
development of RIC prostate cancer was 4.24 (per 100,000), which is 0.004%, and the median of 
mean ELR for development of RIC in breast cancer 35.95/100,000 (0.03%). Both these risks are 
relatively small compared to the significant benefit in local control and survival due to radiation 
treatment. Median survival in patients treated for localized prostate and breast cancer is higher 
than 95% at ten years. Therefore, the benefit of treatment far outweighs the risk of treatment. The 
benefits of reducing the toxicity of radiation treatment are apparent. Based on this study's results, 
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the increasing use of imaging and modern techniques that involve ionizing radiation to deliver 
therapeutic doses hold a significant benefit and low risk of RIC in this group of patients.  
Other limitations of the study include different makes and models of imaging machines 
for imaging scans (2013-2018) that may have different radiation effective doses, the uncertainties 
in the assessment of cancer risk using the LNT model, variation in the cone-beam scan machines, 
assumptions regarding absorbed dose to the lung, lack of long term follow-up in a set of patients 
either because they were lost to follow-up or patients not reaching the three and 5-year follow-up 
(patients treated in the last 1-2 years). Our study did not include the radiation exposure RIC risk 
during radiation delivery (high therapeutic doses), where the LNT model's accuracy is 
questionable.  
The patient cohort in this study were all treated with a curative intent with SBRT. This 
cohort matches the patient population treated with SBRT for lung cancer across the country (7-
9). SBRT is commonly used for patients with early-stage (Stage I/II) lung cancer. The stages 
included in our study was stage I-IV. This stage distribution is because several of these patients 
may have been diagnosed with higher stage disease and subsequently developed a new stage I/II 
lung cancer and was deemed to be curable with SBRT. Decisions about treating with SBRT is 
made after discussion in the multidisciplinary thoracic team. The workup and treatment 
techniques for SBRT treatment was standardized and included standard pre-SBRT and post-
SBRT imaging as well as imaging for accurate SBRT delivery. The work-up consists of imaging 
to diagnose and treat with SBRT, and follow-up imaging after SBRT is similar across age groups, 
including young patients with good KPS. Exceptions may be made in older patients with poor 
KPS when occasional treatments may be given without a biopsy. However, patients may undergo 
additional imaging for suspicious nodules or for complications developing due to biopsies such 
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as pneumothorax, work-up for pneumonia, or pulmonary embolism that are common in these 
clinical situations. Some of the patients received a large number of CXRs due to complications 
or disease progression and hospital admission that required a CXR every day for a significant 
portion of the hospital stay. Histology of NSCLC, race, and sex of patient usually does not 
impact the SBRT technique-work-up leading up to SBRT. Image guidance during SBRT and 
follow-up imaging after completing SBRT is generally not affected by these three factors. Use of 
SBRT in small cell lung cancer is infrequent but is occasionally offered to patients with localized 
disease that are not candidates for chemotherapy, conventional radiation, or surgery.  
The median age in this cohort was 77 years. This is a typical age to develop lung cancer 
and are commonly treated with SBRT. SBRT is most frequently used for patients that are not 
surgical candidates due to existing co-morbidities. This has several implications for our study: 
the three and 5-year survival is expected to be lower than patients with early-stage lung cancer 
treated with surgery. The excess risk of RIC is expected to be lower, given the advanced age at 
exposure. The risk of RIC as per the radrat tool is dependent on age at exposure, female sex, and 
the quantity of low dose exposure. Exposure at a younger age is expected to increase the risk of 
developing RIC, while exposure at an older age is expected to have a lower risk.  
Median KPS (Karnowski performance status) in our cohort was 70, indicating a relatively 
low-performance status. The KPS is scored as follows: 100 – Normal; no complaints; no 
evidence of disease, 90 – Able to carry on normal activity; minor signs or symptoms of the 
disease, 80 – Normal activity with effort; some signs or symptoms of the disease, 70 – Cares for 
self; unable to carry on normal activity or to do active work, 60 – Requires occasional assistance, 
but can care for most of their personal needs, 50 – Requires considerable assistance and frequent 
medical care, 40 – Disabled; requires special care and assistance, 30 – Severely disabled; 
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hospital admission is indicated although death not imminent, 20 – Very sick; hospital admission 
necessary; active supportive treatment necessary, 10 – Moribund; fatal processes progressing 
rapidly, 0 – Dead. Surgery is generally preferred for KPS of higher than 70. Also, a lower KPS 
indicates a poor long term survival, and the risk of RIC is less relevant in this setting. However, 
most patients with early-stage breast cancer are women, with higher KPS and a higher chance of 
long term survival, and RIC risk is an important consideration in such patients.  
The median SBRT dose was 50 Gy in 5 fractions. The SBRT dose for early-stage lung 
cancer is the standard dose that has been determined by multiple studies determining adequate 
dose for tumor ablation (42). As discussed previously, the LNT model is usually used for doses 
less than 1-1.5 Gy. The dose of SBRT for lung cancer that results in good local control is a BED 
(Biologically equivalent dose) is greater than 100 Gy (42). Some of the patients in our cohort did 
not receive the full SBRT dose either due to patient preference to stop radiation or disease 
progression and at the physician’s discretion. The upper range of SBRT dose in our study was 60 
Gy that was due to the utilization of 20 Gy per fraction, which was the dose used in the initial 
SBRT phase II/III studied (42,165).   
A typical sequence of events before diagnosing early-stage lung cancer is either a CXR 
for an unrelated reason (e.g., occupational health check or motor vehicle accident), cough, 
weight loss, or another medical reason. A nodule may be identified on the CXR that leads to 
further work-up, including a CT scan followed by a CT guided biopsy, which confirms cancer. 
Subsequently, a PET-CT scan is performed for staging purposes. During this workup for cancer, 
additional imaging may be required due to complications or other findings on CXR or CT scan. 
For example, a patient may develop pneumothorax after a CT-guided biopsy, resulting in further 
imaging for management. After completing SBRT, routine follow-up imaging usually includes 
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CT chest, PET-CT scan to evaluate for treatment response, usually performed starting 3-4 
months after completion of SBRT. Also, depending on the follow-up scan results, new nodules 
may need to be evaluated and need imaging and CT-guided biopsies. Also, some patients that 
develop pneumonia or pneumonitis due to RT or systemic treatments, including immunotherapy, 
may require imaging and follow-up scans. Since malignancy is a hypercoagulable state, the 
development of pulmonary embolism is not uncommon and may require CT scans and 
ventilation/perfusion scans for diagnosis. A bone scan may be performed on suspicion of bone 
metastasis.  
SBRT planning requires a simulation CT scan that is performed for each patient before 
treatment. After simulation scan, additional imaging in the form of Cone-beam CT scan and 
exactrac is performed at each treatment fraction for image guidance.  
Radrat calculator gives a value of the excess lifetime risk of developing RIC from 
exposure to the end of expected lifetime and has been described above. It also provides a 
calculation of excess future risk (EFR) of RIC calculated from the time the analysis was done 
(2019 onwards) and gives the total excess risk, the sum of baseline future risk, and excess future 
risk. The EFR risk from 2019 to the end of the expected lifetime of developing cancer (a chance 
in 100,000) showed a median of EFR mean of 73.75 (Range: 8.45-416) or 0.07%, with a median 
of EFR upper bound of 125.5 (Range: 21.3-823) [0.12%] and median of EFR lower bound of 
29.65 (Range: 1.13-223) [0.02%]. The percentage of excess lifetime risk is not clinically 
significant.  
Survival data from our cohort of patients showed an approximate survival of 94.7% at six 
months, 79% at one year, 32.5% at three years, and 11.6% at five years. Although this survival is 
lower at three and 5-year time point, it could be due to higher staged patients that received SBRT 
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for new nodules, retrospective nature of the study, a group of patients have not reached the three 
and 5-year time point, and therefore that data is unavailable. The survival data available at 3 and 
5 year time points show that the RIC risk from imaging required for SBRT management of lung 
cancer is not clinically significant. The development of novel therapeutics such as 
immunotherapy may further enhance these patients' survival, and we may need to revisit the RIC 
in the coming decades as patients live longer. Also, an important factor that affects outcomes in 
lung cancer management includes genetics, although ethnic and racial disparities also have a role 
(166) 
But even if the increase in RIC risk from diagnostic imaging and image guidance in 
early-stage lung cancer treated with SBRT is not clinically significant, it was questioned whether 
RIC risk from imaging before or after RT is clinically significant in prostate and breast cancer. 
We calculated an estimate of RIC risk from imaging before and post-radiation treatment in 
patients with early-stage prostate and early-stage breast cancer. In our patient cohort, patients 
with prostate cancer were treated with SBRT (5 fractions), while patients with early-stage breast 
cancer were treated with hypofractionated radiation (15 fractions). These RT techniques are a 
part of standard options for early-stage prostate and breast cancer. The median of mean excess 
lifetime risk for development of RIC prostate cancer was 4.24/100,000 (0.004%), and RIC for 
development of lung cancer from breast RT was 35.95/100,000 (0.03%). The survival of patients 
with early-stage prostate cancer is close to 100% in patients that receive RT and more than 90% 
for patients diagnosed with early-stage breast cancer (167,168). Therefore, the benefits of 






The results of the study assuming the LNT model for RIC suggest a clinically non-
significant increase in the risk of radiation-induced lung cancers. The small increase in excess 
lifetime risk of RIC from pre-and-post-SBRT imaging is less than 1% in a set of patients with 
early-stage lung cancer. In contrast, improvement in imaging for staging, accurate radiation 
delivery, post-treatment follow-up imaging has resulted in significant improvement in patient 
outcomes in the last decade. With further advancement in technology, effective radiation doses 
from newer machines are likely to be smaller, thereby further reducing the risk of RIC. The 
preliminary data on RIC risk in early-stage breast cancer and prostate cancer suggests a clinically 
insignificant risk from pre-radiation and post-radiation imaging. This study suggests that an 
effort to improve radiation delivery, reduced toxicity, and improved safety should continue even 
if it increases exposure to ionizing radiation. The benefits outweigh the risk of this radiation 
exposure. Increased imaging does not always mean increased exposure to ionizing radiation. For 
example, there is a recent increase in MRI imaging in diagnosis and radiation delivery, such as 
PET-MRIs and MRI-linacs (169, 170). An advantage of PET-MRI is reduced radiation exposure 
and enhanced soft-tissue contrast (169). In oncologic imaging, there have been several 
comparative studies between PET/MRI and PET/CT, and these studies have either reported that 
PET/CT and PET/MRI perform equally well or that PET/MRI has some advantages (171). 
However, at this time, the cost is higher than installation and maintenance compared to PET-CT 
(172). In the future, we expect imaging technology resulting in higher resolution, accurate 
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Table 5: Select studies of radiation-induced cancers from medical imaging.          
Reference  Study RIC Site RIC risk Comments 
Hrubec Z et al. 
1989  
X-rays in TB 
patients  
breast 86% higher risk 
vs unexposed 
Relationship 
linear up to 4Gy 
Berrington de 




Multiple sites  Attributable risk 
0.6-1.8%  
Bladder most 
common in men 
and colon most 
common in 
women 
Ronckers CM et 
al. 2010 
Spine imaging Breast, lung, 
liver, cervical 
Excess absolute 








while lung, liver, 





EAR for lung 
Pignol JP et al. 
2011  
Comparison of 5 
radiation 
techniques for 
breast cancer  
Breast and lung Overall, risk of 











Huda W et al. 
2011  




Lung and breast Median cancer 
risk induction 
0.065% in men 
and 0.17% in 
women 
Lung cancer RIC 
was the 





Brenner DJ et al. 
2011 
CT exams in 
cardiac disease 
as well as CT 
exams for 
surveillance 
Lung cancer Risk reduction if 
patients scanned 
later in life 
    
Mascalchi M et 
al. 2012  
ITALUNG 
screening trial 





Ng J et al. 2012 RT for breast 
cancer 
Lung cancer Prone patients 
associated with 
lower risk of RIC 
 




Lung, breast and 
other cancers 
Increased risk of 
breast cancer 





Rampinelli C et 
al. 2017 
Screening trial 
(COSMOS study)  
Lung cancer RIC risk is 0.05% Lifetime 
attributable Risk 
in women 4 
times higher 
than men 






Multiple cancers RIC risk 2.2% 




Risk highest in 
young patients 
and lower in 
older patients.  
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Yang C et al. 
2018  
4D versus 3D 




higher in 4D-CT 
scans versus 3D 
scans 
 
Kourinou KM et 
al. 2019 
HD, IFRT versus 
ISRT 
Multiple cancers IFRT risk 0.5-
8.2% vs ISRT 0.5-
5.19% 
ISRT resulted in 
reduced RIC risk 
Journy N et al. 
2018 
CCP in children 
for heart 
conditions 
Lung and breast RIC 0.4% in boys 
and 2.2% in girls 
Lung cancer is 
the dominant 
RIC in boys and 
breast cancer in 
girls. 
Marant-Micallef 
C et al. 2019 
French study to 
estimate RIC risk 
from all imaging 
Multiple cancers RIC risk is 0.7% 





Simonetto C et 
al. 2019 
RIC risk with 
various RT 
techniques in 
breast cancer RT 
treatment 
Multiple cancers For 3D-CRT, 
Relative risk 1.4, 
Higher RR with 
IMRT for c/l 
breast 
Risk of liver, 
uterus, pancreas 
RIC comparable 
and low in the 
two techniques 
Hoekstra N et al. 
2018 




cancer such as 
APBI, 3D. 





Risk of RIC of 
thyroid, c/l 
breast, ovaries, 
uterus close to 
baseline 
Fogliata A et al. 
2018 





Breast cancer VMAT_full  
technique has 
the highest risk 
of RIC 
 
Mazonakis M et 
al. 2017 
Modeling study 








Multiple cancers Lifetime risk of 
RIC in a 50y 
male 0.00024-
0.00027% and in 
a female is 
0.00014-
0.00028% 
Risk of RIC lung 
cancer using a 
non-linear 
model 0.11-
0.16% and risk 
of 0.12-0.18% 
using a linear 
model.  
Perisinakis K et 
al. 2018 
RIC risk from 
LDCT use in lung 
cancer screening 
Lung cancer as 










0.11% to 0.27% 
0.13% baseline 
to 0.30%.  









Multiple cancers Significantly 









per year with 
protons 
5 excess second 
cancers could be 
avoided per 100 
patients treated 
with protons 
Mazonakis M et 
al. 2017 
RIC risk in 
treatment for HL 
with ISRT versus 
IFRT 
Lung, breast and 
esophagus 
cancer 
ISRT resulted in 
lower risk of 





and IFRT for 
esophagus 
cancer risk.  
Rintoul RC et al. 
2017  















Lung specific risk 
was 0.019% 
Okajima K et al. 
2013  






Multiple cancers Higher risk of 








Stokkevåg CH et 
al. 2014 





Multiple cancers Protons had the 
best RIC risk 
profile although 




the highest RIC 





with photons or 
protons, 
electrons 
risk of the two 
proton 
techniques 
Han C et al. 
2017 
RIC risk from 
SBRT treatment 
for lung cancer 
Lung and breast 
cancer 




patients per year 
RIC risk for 
breast cancer 
18.0 ± 14.0 to 
21.0 ± 15.0 / 
10,000 patients 
per year. 
Ns: non-significant, Sv: sievert, IMRT: intensity-modulated radiation therapy, RIC: 
radiation-induced cancer, 3D-CRT: 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy, EAR: excess 
absolute risk, Gy: gray, LDCT: low-dose CT scan, CAD: coronary artery disease, 4D-CT: 4-
dimensional CT scan, 3D-CT: 3-dimensional CT scan, HD: Hodgkin's disease, IFRT: Involved field 
radiation therapy, ISRT: Involved site radiation therapy, CCP: Cardiac catheterization procedures, 
c/l: contralateral, LDCT: low-dose CT, HL: Hodgkin's lymphoma, ISRT: involved site radiation 
therapy, IFRT: involved-field radiation therapy, LAR: Lifetime attributable risk, CNS: central 
nervous system, IMPT: Intensity-modulated proton therapy,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
